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CYCLE 7 HELPFUL HINTS 

This paper describes helpful hints on how to use Cycle 7 of 
NnS/VE. It is intended to supplement, rather than to replace, 
the standard NOS/VE documpnt~tlon. If you have any questions or 
suggestions, please see Tom McGee or Bonnie Swierzbin. Appendix 
D 'ists background documents and hOM to obtain them. 

To obtain additional copies of this document while funning on 
SNIOI at Arden Hitls, please type: 

SES,INT1.LISTHINTS C=(number of copies) 

TO obtain a coPy wit~ revision hars against the Helpful Hints 
of the previous build, one can tyne: 

SES,INT1.lISTHINTS REVS C:<number of copies) 

The C parameter is optional and defaults to one. 

nate 

12/22/80 
2112181 
6/09/81 
6/19/81 
R/28/81 
11/06/81 
3101182 
4/15/82 
5/01/82 
6/30/82 
1129/82 

Changes 

Revisions for NOS/VE Phase C 
Additional Revisions for NOS/VE Phase C 
Revisions for NOS/VE Build N 
Additional Revisions for NOS/VE Build N 
Revisions for NOS/VE Build 0 
Revisions for NOS/VE Build P 
Revisions for NOS/VE Build Q 
Revisions for NOS/VE Cycle 2 
Revisions for NOS/VE Cycle 3 
Revisions for NOS/VE Cycle 5 
Revisions for NOS/VE Cycle 7 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 

o Cycle 6 and subsequent cycles of NOS/VE are built to run with 
a NOS 6.1 base system and the DSD displays and commands have 
changed considerably from the NOS 5.3 base system used with 
Cycle 5. This hints document has been updated to reflect 
these changes where they affect NOS/VE, for (nstance, using 
the command NVEnnnn to bring up NOS/VE instead of cp.NVEnnnn. 
For more information on the NOS commands see BJ Swierzbin's 
memo of July 23 tit'ed 'NOS 6.1 Notes', the NOS reference 
manuals listed in ApDendix A, or the NOS R6 SoftWare Release 
B.ullet in. 

o To access NOS/VE interactive.y, the user must login to the 
application named VEIAF. For example: ,OAH.DAHX,VEIAF The 
previous application name was TAF. 

o With Cycle 7, the operator of the NOS/VE dual state system can 
simulate terminal breaks. She/he may issue at any time 8 
*SREAK at the K display for the NVE Job. This will start the 
terminal break, which Morks just tike the interactive break. 
The broken command may be continued by issuing the 
resume_comm3nd (rase) or may be terminated by issuing the 
terminate_command (tere). If the co~mand get_fite is broken 
into, the command wil J be terminated by the Remote Host. 
After the DS proc has been executed, a termine' break at the 
command 'evel wi' I cause the Sel tasJ( to terminate. The Job 
monitor task will restart the SCl task after a brief delay (up 
to 20 seconds). 

o Miscellaneous Set Changes: 

A RING parameter has been added to the TASK/TASKEND 
command. This parameter may be used to switch to a new ring 
of execution wIthin the user's validated minimum_ring and 
nominal_ring. 

A SRING function has been added. It has no arguments and 
returns the current ring of execution. 

Commands from user jobs are no longer written to the system 
log by defautt. This function is controlled by the new 
operator commands ACTIVATE_SYSTEM_LOGGING and 
DEACTIVATE_SYSTEM_lOGGING. 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 

o 

The abbreviation for the SKIP_TAPE command has 
corrected to SKIT from SKIPT. 

A new internal interface, CLPSVALIOATE_NAME has 
added. This is an INlINE procedure that should be 
instead or the high overhead CLPSCONVERT_STRING_TO_NAME. 
common deck ClXVN for interface detai Is.) 

been 

been 
used 
(See 

DISPLAY_FILE 'eaves the source file with an attribute- of 
RT=U. This can be corrected by setting the RT attribute back 
to the correct value after the DISPLAY value: SETfA fite RT=V 

o COPY_FILE witl not copy at EOI if it had been specified on the 
COPf command. The fotlowing sequence wi I. accomplish copying 
at EOI: 

SETfA dest_file OP=$EOI 
COPF source_fi Je dest_fi te 
SETFA dest_file OP=$BOI 

o The permanent fite system has been modified to make files 
Invisible when all eye1es have been purged even if one or more 
of those cycles are still attached. This results in 
references to the file emitting an unknown fi'e message as 
expected, rather than an unknown cycle message containing an 
invalid cycle number. It also prevents display catalog 
commands from showing the file as having zero cycles. 

o The administer utility has been updated to correspond to Rev. 
9 of the NOS/VE Command Interface ERS. Otd command and 
parameter names are no longer supported. 

o The TAFNVE operator command (TAF control point) is no longer 
required or available. The capabititjes that were provided by 
it have been packaged within the NVE SUbsystem control point. 
The impact of this change Is as follows: 

The K display is assigned to the same control point 
during both deadstart and normal system operation. 

Output from the system core debugger Hilt no longer 
appear, at the NVE control point K-dispJ ay. AI. system 
core debugger communication is via the MOD terminal. 

The K.*SYEVE. command is no longer available. 

The OFFSW,jsn,6. command before doing a STOP,jsn. is 
not required to bring NVE down. 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 

AI) capabi lities are available via the NVExxxx. 
command. The NVE subsystem may be placed at any control 
point {like NAM is}. 

o Cycle 5 (actually Cycle 4) of NOS/VE no longer supports the 
"old" command names for system commands. Both "a.d" and "new" 
names have been supported since Build Q. See DAP A~H4776 for 
details. As part of this change the abbreviations for the 
COPY_FILE and PRINT_fILE commands have been corrected to COPF 
and PRIF (from COPYF and PRINTF). 

o The EXPLAIN command was implemented in Cycle 4 of NOS/VE. 
Don't get too excited about this, hOMever, because as yet 
there are no "explain level" message templates for any of the 
system conditions. EXPLAIN will simply regurgitate the 
regular message. 

While implementing the EXPLAIN command it was discovered that 
the specification of the command (i.e. that It have an 
optional "condition" parameter) was not nearly as useful as 
having the first parameter be a "status" value. So the 
implementation deviates from the ERS in that the first 
parameter to EXPLAIN is MESSAGE_STATUS or MS and is of kind 
STATUS. The SSTATUS function can be used to transform a 
"condition" into a "status". A OAP is being written to make 
th is' chan 9 e 0 f fie i 3.' • 

o NOS/VE multiple mass storage volumes have been implemented In 
Cyete 5. For more information see the section 'Configuration 
Man agemen t' • 

o The implicit attach process has been modified to choose share 
mode to be the following function of access mode. If access 
mode includes shorten, append or modify then share mode is 
none, otherwise share mode is read and execute. This results 
In al'owlng sharing of implicitly attache~ files that are not 
beinq written but inhibiting sharing of implicitly attached 
files that are being written. 

o 

The implicit attach process formerly chose share mode to be 
the share requirements establ ished by the permit mechanism. 
The owner of files typically has no share requirements and 
hence would implicitly attach the files for exclusive access. 
This created a severe usability probtem for code or command 
fifes that were to be executed by multiple jobs. 

An EOr 
Jobs. 

problem exists with respect to a file shared between 
An existing flte Is opened with an access mode of 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 

append by job A. The 
of read by job B. 
explicitly closes the 
closes the fite or 
accessing the file in 
extended the file, 
originat position and 

same file is opened with an access mode 
Job A extends the fiie and either 

f i 1 e or t e r m i nates. Job B e xp lie i t Iy 
terminates. In this case, since the Job 
read mode terminated after the Job which 
EOI on the file will be reset to the 
the resuttof the extend wilf be tost. 

o The Interstate Communication Facility, which Is described in 
Section 9 of the NOS/VE ERS - Program Interface (Rev. 8), has 
been imptemented. The cat 'able subroutines described in 
section 9.3 reside in User library lINKLIB in the Integration 
catalogs INTI, DEV1, REtl, etc. NOS 'ibraries SVSLIB and 
SRVlI8 are a.-so required to complet.e the loading process. 
LDSET loader commands must be used to select these libraries. 

o Interactive Usage Restrictions: 

When Jogging in to NDS/VE (i.e. HEllO,VEIAF etc.) do not 
enter a terminate break (CTRl t) or a pause break (CTRl p) 
before the 'welcome message' appears at the terminal. A 
pause or terminate break entered before the interactive 
NOS/VE Job has completed it's initialization may crash the 
system. 

A REQUEST_TERMINAL command in a batch job will crash the 
system. This can happen accidently through a 
REQUEST_TERMINAL command in a user protog when the user 
runs a batch Job since the prolog is executed for both 
interactive and batch Jobs. The problem can be avoided by 
mak i og the R.EQlJEST _ TERMI NAL command in the pro log 
conditione. on the Job type as follows: 

IF SJ08(MOOE) <> 'BATCH' THEN 
REQUEST_TERMINAL 

IFENO 

o Any product or uti' i ty that is pi aced in the $$YSTEM catal09 
(or any frequently loaded program) should be bound using the 
CREATE_MODULE subcommand of the CREATE_OBJECT_LIBRARY 
uti 'ity. This will minimize overhead associated with loading 
the product or utility. 

o Debug responds to terminal breaks when a program is being 
debugged. However, entering a pause or terminate break when 
debug is. active (i.e. the OBI prompt has appeared and the 
user has not issued the RUN command) will cause the task to 
terminate. 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 

o When sharing executabJe fites via permanent fites (i.e. 
compilers, libraries, etc.) YOU should make the f'le an 
object library via the CREATE~OBJECT_lI8RARY utility. By 
sharing object libraries instead of object ,iles, the code Is 
actually shared among al I tasks usjng the library; the library 
is not copied to another segment but is executed directly. 

1.1.1 EXECUTING PROGRAMS 

PROCESS 

Create an object text fite by compl'ing a program on NOS. 
Then perform the following steps on NOS/VE: 

Acquire any necessary libraries (which are QQ1 quoted in text 
embedded directives) by either: 

o Attaching them from the system catalog, either expjicitly 
or via prolog 

or 
o Creating the library file via the object library generator 

or 
o Staging the library file from NOS to NO$/VE using the 

GET_OBJECT_LIBRARY command. 

Get the file from NOS and convert the object text fi Ie from 
the eI data mapping to II data mapping by executing the 
CONVERT_OBJECT_fIlE command. 

Load and execute the program via the EXECUTE_TASK command, 
specifying the necessary jibraries with the LIBRARY parameter; 
alternatively SET_PROGRAM_ATTRIBUTES may be used to include 
the libraries in all subsequent EXECUTE_TASK commands. 

Stage the loadmap from NOS/VE to NOS for printing by using 
either: 

o The REPLACE_FILE command with A6 conversion mode specified 
If running on the simulator. 

or 
o The PRINT_FILE command if running on the hardware. 

EXAMPLES 
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The fo •• owing is an example command sequence for executing a 
program not requiring any' ibrarles for loading: 

Assumptions: all modules to be loaded are contained on the NOS 
permanent fife 'citxtrs

'
• 

CONVERT_OBJECT_FIlE CITXTRS 
EXECUTE_TASK elTXTRS PARAMETER='program parameters' 
PRINT_fILE lOADMAP 

The fo.Jowing is an example command sequence for executing a 
program requiring libraries for loading: 

Assumptions: the NOS per~8nent file 'citxtrs' contains object 
text generated by the CYBll CI compiler. The compiler modu'es 
reference procedures contained on the library 'mylib' and the 
CYBIl run-time library, These libraries have been generated on 
NOS/VE and saved on NOS. 

GET_OBJECT_LIBRARY MYLIB 
SET_PROGRAM_ATTRIBUTES LOAD_HAP_OPTIONS=(BlOCK,ENTRY_POINT,SEGMENT 
CONVERT_OBJECT_FILE elTXTRS 
EXECUTE_TASK elTXTRS 'program parameters' lIBRARY=MYlIB 
PRINT_FILE LOADMAP 

1.1.2 CREATE OBJECT LIBRARY ON NOS/VE AND SAVE IT ON NOS 

o CLG0110 is NOS permanent fite name for file containing CI 
object text for modules to be included in the library. 

o IITEXT180 is NOS/VE local file name for file containing II 
object text for modules to be included In the library. 

o lIBRARY180 is NOS/VE local fi Ie name for the • ibrary being 
created. 

o ILIB170 is NOS permanent file name for file containing the 
tibrary. 

NQS/VE Job Commands 

CONVERT_OBJECT_fILE IITEXT180 CLG0170 
CREATE_OBJECT_LIBRARY 
ADD_MODULE lIBRARY=IITEXT180 
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1.0 MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS BUILD 
1.1.2 CREATE OBJECT LIBRARY ON NOS/VE AND SAVE IT ON NOS 
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GENERATE_LIBRARY LIBRARY=LIBRARY18C 
QUI T 
REPLACE_FILE lIBRARY180 IlIB170 OC=B56 

1.1.3 MODIFY A PREVIOUSLY SAVED OBJECT LIBRARY 

o ILIB170 is NOS permanent fi Ie name 'or fite containing the old 
library 

o LIBRARY180 is NOS/VE local file name for file containing the 
oid library 

o CMOOl70 is NOS permanent fite name for file containing Cl 
object text for the new module 

o NEWIIMOOUlE Is NOS/VE local file name for file containing II 
object text for the neN module 

o NEWlI BRARY j s NnS IVE I oc al f if e name for the Ii br ary be i ng 
created 

o NlIB170 is NOS local fi I e name for new library 

NOS/VE Job Commands 

GET_OBJECT_LIBRARY lIBRARY180 IlIB170 
CONVERT_OBJECT_FIlE NEWIIMODUlE CM00170 
CREATE_OBJECT_LIBRARY 
ADD_MODULE LIBRARY=lI3RARY180 
REPLACE_MODULE lIBRARY=NEWIIMOOUlE 
GENERATE_LIBRARY LIBRARY=NEWlIBRARY 
QUIT 
REPLACE_FILE NEWLIBRARY NLIB170 OC=856 

1.1.4 ROUTE AN INPUT FILE FROM NOS TO NOS/VE 

Running from an interactive terminal, enter: 

GET,ti lename. 
ROUTE.filename,OC=lP,FC=RH. 

The input file whIch is sent to NOS/VE must be In 6/12 ASCII 
(or display code subset). The job file must be a singte 
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partition NOS record containing NOS/VE 
statement must be a valid LOGIN command 
family name specified. Multi partition 
supported by NOS/VE so NOS data files used 
obtained through the GET_FILE command. 

1.1.5 PRINT A NOS/VE FILE 

commands. The first 
wjth user, password and 

input files are not 
by the program must be 

At NOS/VE job termination the job tog will be automatically 
returned to NOS. The Job tog wi II be appended to the NOS/VE 
output fite OUTPUT. NOS/VE print files must be written by BAM as 
8/8 ASCII RT=V. Print files wi" be converted from 8/8 ASCII 
RT=V to NOS 8/12 ASCII when they are sent to NOS and wi.t be 
printed in upper/lower case. 

All NOS/VE output fj les wl)l appear in the NOS output queue 
(NOS H,O display) with the name IRHFxxx as a banner. In order to 
print a NOS/VE file, the folJowing command must be issued within 
your Job or be entered from the system console via the operator 
facility: 

PRINT_FILE fitename 
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2.0 COMMAND INTERFACE STATUS 

2.1.1 LOGIN TO NOS/VE 

To initially 'ogin to NOS/VE via VEIAF, yOU must cause the 
first login attempt to fai'. This can be done by responding to 
the "FAMILY:" login prompt with something like: H",". This must 
be done because the system will try to connect the terminal to 
IAF on the first login attempt no matter what is typed. To 
access VEIAF do the following on the second "FAMILY:" prompt: 

You can access VEIAF from IAF by doing "HEllO,VEIAF" or by 
answering VEIAF to the system prompt "APPLICATION:". 

2.1.2 TERMINAL USAGE 

1) The slant tIl is the prompt to enter a ,NOS/VE command. Any 
normal NOS/VE command can now be entered (continuation 
lines are prompted with •• 1). The full ASCII character 
set, lower or upper case and all speci al characters, can be 
used. 

2) A LOGOUT command wi II cause the NOS/VE Interactive Job to 
terminate. A new NOS/VE Interactive Job can then be 
started by responding to the 'APPLICATION:' prompt with 
VEIAF. 

3) Terminal breaks (controf-t and controJ-p) can be used to 
terminate a task or command and suspend a task and enter a 
new task to process SeL commands. Control-t causes a 
terminate break and control-p causes a pause break. 
Terminate break witl terminate a command or the most 
recently executed task. A pause break wil' suspend 
execution and allow commands to be entered. When a 
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terminal isln pause break state., two additional commands 
are available: 

RESUME_COMMAND - resume execution at the point.of 
inter rupt ie)o. 

TERMINATE_COMMAND - cause a terminate break condition as 
a terminate break had been entered. 

80th terminate break and pause break are available to programs 
as conditions via the program management condition mechanism. 

2.1.3 NOSIVE PROGgAM ACCESS TO THE TERMINAL 

1) Interactive NOS/VE Jobs are able to obtain terminal input 
through the AMPSGET_NEXT or AMPSGET_PARTIAL program 
interface which can be used by both task services and user 
ring programs. Interactive programs which use this 
Interface should be able to handle both upper and tower 
case input in order to make them more convenient to use in 
both 64 and q6 character set modes. 

During the next few months a command supported by the system 
may not be in sync with your command interface document. The 
parameter descriptor table gives an accurate, concise description 
of the command interface as currently supported. 

The definition of a command's parameter list is 
parenthesis with a parameter description per 
description has the general form: 

enclosed in 
I ine. Each 

PARAMETER NAME: ALLOWED PARAMETER VALUES : PARAMETER DEFAULT 
VALUE 

Parameter Names 
abbreviations. 

describes the parameter name and any 

ALLOWED PARAMETER VALUES - describes the kind of value allowed 
and whether a list of values is possible. The value kind can be 
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further qualified. In some cases, the actual values allowed are 
described using the KEY notation. The value kinds include 
INTEGER, STRING, NAME, FILE, STATUS. 

PARAMETER DEFAULT VALUES describes the defaulting rules 
and/or values for the parameter. $REQUIRED and SOPTIONAl are 
obvious. Other values in this position will be treated as if 
they were entered by the user on command invocation. 

See the PROt command In the Command Interface EPS for more 
detaits. 

The POTs for the commands currently in the system can be 
displayed using the OISPLAY_COMMAND_INFOR~ATION command. This is 
documented in the nonstandard command section of this document. 

E.uDC.tl~!l 

$MOD 
$CHAR 
'Ie LOCK 
$DATE 
$fILE 
$FNAME 
$INTEGER 
$NAME 
SORO 
$REAl 
SS TRI NG 
$STRLEN 
$IS TRREP 
$SUBSTR 
$UNIQUE 
$TIME 
$VAR 
$SPECIFIED 
$SET_COUNT 
$VAlUE_COUNT 
$RANGE 
$PARAMETER_lIST 
$PARAMETER 
$STATUS 
$C OND ITl ON 
$SEVERITY 
$PROCESSOR 

S.tai'us 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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$JOB 
$PROGRAM 

c'runm.iogs. 

SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES 
LOGIN 
LOGOUT 
SET_PASSWORD 

unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged - *1 
unchanged 
unchanged 

*1 The famlty name of the job doing the submit will be used as 
the default fami Iy name on batch jobs. The default for jobs 
submitted from NOS will be family SSYSTEM. This effectivel, 
means that whenever NOS/VE jobs are submitted from NOS the 
family parameter is required. 

REQLJEST_TERMINA,L 

SET_FILE_ATTRIBUTES 
COPY_FILE 
DISPLAY_FIl.E 
COMPARE_FILE 
DISPLAY_FILE_ATTRIBUTES 
SKIP_TAPE 

c..o.mmaos.1 

GET_FILE 
REPLACE_FILE 
CREATE_FILE 

unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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ATTACH_FILE 
DELETE_FILE 
CHANGE_CATALOG_ENTRY 
CREATE_FILE_PERMIT 
DELETE_FILE_PERMIT 
CREATE_CATALOG 
DELETE_CATALOG 
DELETE_CATALOG_PERMIT 
CREATE_PERMIT_CATALOG 
DISPLAY_CATALOG 
DISPLAY_CATALOG_ENTRY 
SET_WORKING_CATALOG 

2.8 Stl_SIAlfHf~IS_A~Q_eBQ~EnU&fS 

~~mm~nQ 

PROC/PROCEND 
SET_COMMAND_LIST 
DISPLAY_COMMANO_lIST 
REPEAT/UNTIL 
WHILE/WHIlEND 
CREATE_VARIABLE 
DELETE_VARIABLE 
BLOCK/BLOCKEND 
lOOP/lOOPENO 
FOR/FOREND 
IF/ELSEIf/ELSE/IFEND 
C'yel E 
EXIT 
WHEN/WHENEND 
CONTINUE 
CANCEL 
INCLUDE_FILE 
COLLECT_TEXT 
DISPLAY_VALUE 
EXIT_PROC 
ACCEPT_LINE 
INCLUDE_LINE 
CREATE_FILE_CONNECTION 
DELETE_FILE_CONNECTION 
DISPLAY_FilE_CONNECTION 
change HCS variabfe 
display HCS variahle 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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RESUME_COMMAND 
TERMINATE_COMMAND 
SET_TERMINAL_ATTRIBUTES 
DISPLAY_TERMINAL_ATTRIBUTES 
esc-e 
esc-I 
esc-j 
esc-t 
esc-x 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
new - 1* 
new - 1* 
new - 1* 
new - 1* 
new - 1* 

*1 These commands are entered with the 3-key sequence: 
escape_key, character, carrJage_return. The characters have 
the following meanings: 

e perform "display_Job_status" command 
perfor_ "disp'aY_'og 10" command 

j perform "disp'ay_Job_status alt" command 
t discard all unprocessed, typed-ahead input 
x terminate job, but do not disconnect 

CREATE_OBJECT_LIBRARY 
DISPLAY_NEW_LIBRARY 
SELECT_DISPlAY_OPTION 
ADD_MODULE 
REPLACE_MODULE 
COMBINE_MODULE 
CREATE_MODULE 
BIND_MODULE 
CREATE_PROGRAM_DESCRIPTION 
DELETE_MODULE 
CHANGE_MODUlE_ATTRIBUTE 
SATISFY_EXTERNAL_REFERENCES 
REORDER_MODULE 
GENERATE_LIBRARY 
DISPLAY_OBJECT_LIBRARY 
COMPARE_DBJECT_LIBRARY 
QUIT 
eI to II Conversion 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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DISPLAY_lOG 
DISPLAY_MESSAGE 

He S J MROUTE 

2.13 e&UiiA~_flftUIlDH 

Co2 nun a 0 d. 

SET_PROGRAM_ATTRIBUTES 
DISPLAY_PROGRAM 
EXECUTE 
"n am e cat I" 
TASK/TASKEND 
TERMINATE_TASK 
wAIT 
SET_DEB!JG_RING 
DISPLAY_ACTIVE_TASKS 

unchanged 
unchanged 

removed 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged - *1 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

*1 Warning - "name call"works only for SCl procedures unless a 
SElFA command has been issued to specify that the 
FILE_CONTENTS are OBJECT and the FILE_ORGANIZATION is DATA or 
LIBRARY. The SETFA command must be reissued every time the 
file is brought over from NOS. The CONVERT_OBJECT_FIlE, 
GET_OBJECT_FILE, and GET_OBJECT_LIBRARY nonstandard commands 
issue the appropriate SET_FILE_ATTRIBUTES command and are 
therefore recommended. 

c.a.mm.aQ.Q 

SUBMIT_JOB 
DISPLAY_JOB_STATUS 
TERMINATE_J08 
PRINT_FILE 
TERMINATE_PRINT 
01 SPl A Y._PRINT _ST ATUS 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unch.anged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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The fotlowing commands provide a nonstandard means of 
performing various frequently performed functions. They may be 
superceded in subsequent builds by standard commands and 
capabilities. 

DElee 

The purpose of this command is to delete all entries from the 
specified catalog. This includes subcatalogs and the files they 
contain. 

delete_catalog_contents (catalog=<cata'og)l 
[status=<status variable)] 

cataJog:c: This parameter specifies from which catalog all 
fttes are to be deleted. Omission wil' cause 
the current working catalog to be used. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

OISAT 

The purpose of this command is to display task statistics for 
all currently active tasks In a Job. The following jnformation 
is displayed. 

task name 
execution time use 
number of page fau'ts 

display_active_task [output=<file)] 
[status=(status variable)] 

output:o: This parameter specifies the file 
task statistics is displayed. 
cause SOUTPUT to be used. 

to which the 
Omlsslon will 
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The purpose of this command is to display system page fault 
statistics and system monitor request statistics. 

dlspl.,_system_data (dJsp1ay_option=page_faults:pf 
:monitoT_requests:mr:at. 

[dispJay_format~incrementa.:i:total:t] 
[output=<flle)] 
(status=<statu5 variable)] 

disp'ay_option:do: This parameter specifies which 
statistics are to be displayed. The 
following options are allowed 

monitor_requests 

Omiss.ion 

- display the page 
fsuit statistics. 

- display 
monitor 
statistics. 

wil' cause 
used. 

the system 
request 

All to be 

display_format:df: This parameter specifies whether a 
display of the all statistics recorded 
so far (total) or only those statistics 
recorded since the last 
disp'ay_system_data command 
(incremental) should be displayed. 
Omission wi'. cause incremental to be 
us ed. 

output:o: This parameter specifies the file to 
which the system data wi' I be 
displayed. Omission witl cause SOUTPUT 
to be used. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

The purpose of this command is to display the following Job 
related statistics: 
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time in Job mode 
time in monitor mode 
count of page in operations 
reclaimed pages 
new pages assigned 
working set size 
count of ready tasks 

display_Job_data [display_option=Job_dataJ 
(display_format=jncremental:i:total:tl 
[output=(fi'e)l 
[status:(status variable)] 

djsplay_option~do: This parameter specifies which 
statistics are to be displayed. The 
following options are attowed: 

job_data - display job related data. 

Omission will cause 
used. 

to be 

disp'ay_format:df: This parameter specifies whether a 
display of the a" statistics recorded 
so far (total) or only those statistics 
recorded since the last display_job_data 
command (incremental) should be 
displayed. Omission witl cause 
incremental to be used. 

output:o: This parameter specifies the fite to 
which the Job data wi' I be displayed. 
Omission witt cause SOUTPUT to be used. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

2.15.5 DISPLAY_COMMAND_INFORMATION : DISCI 

The purpose of this command is to display current information 
about a NOS/VE command. The parameter names, abbreviations, 
allowed values and known problems for ~ command, as supported In 
the current system, can be determined. This is a nonstandard 
command and wit I be replaced by the help utility sometime in the 
future. 

dlsplay_command_lnformation command_name=<name>:al I 
[uti! ity_name=create_object_librarv: 
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co. : sour ce_code_ut it i ty: scu: system] 
£display_optjon=parameter_description_table: 

pdt:notes:names:help] 
[output=<file reference)] 
[status=<status variabte)] 

command_name:cn: This parameter specifIes the name of the 
command about which information is to be 
displayed. 

util ity_name:un: This parameter specifies which utility the 
command belongs to. Omission witl cause 
SYSTEM to be used. 

output:o: 

status: 

This parameter specifies 
display being requested. 

the ty pe 
The options 

of 
Sf e: 

parameter_description_table1pdt - selects 
a disptay of the parameter descrip
tion table used by the command when 
executed. 

notes - selects a display of any known 
problems with the command. 

names - selects a display of the commend 
names for a ut iii ty. 

he1p - selects a display of the command 
interface description of the command. 

Omission w II' cause PDT to be used. 

This parameter specifies the file to which 
information will be displayed. Omission 
will cause $OUTPUT to be used. 

See ERROR HANDLING. 

CONOF 

The purpose of this command is to get a NOS/VE object file 
produced on NOS and to convert it to an object file suitable for 
processing by the NOS/VE loader or object code maintenance 
commands. 

convert_object_fife to=<file reference> 
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[fr om=<name>] 
[user=(name>J 
(status=<status variable)] 

to:t: This parameter specifies the NOS/VE file name on 
which the converted object file is to be written. 

from:f: This parameter specifies the name of the NOS file to 
be converted. This is the permanent file name as 
defined in the NOS file system and can be up to seven 
characters in length. 

Omission will cause the permanent file name of the 
TO parameter to be used. 

user;u: This parameter specifies the NOS user identification 
of the owner of the fi'e. This parameter is only 
neccessary jf the fi Ie is in a catalog other than the 
user who was specified by the most recentty Issued 
SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES command. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

The purpose of this command is to get a previously converted 
NOS/VE object flle from the NOS side and sets the appropriate 
file attributes that will allow the object file to be used by 
NOS/VE. 

get_obJect_flle to=<file reference> 
[from=<name}l 
(user=(nam€'>] 
(status=(status variable)] 

to:t: This parameter specifies the NOS/VE file name of the 
object file. 

from:f: This parameter specifies the NOS fi'e name of the 
object file. This is the permanent file name as 
defined In NOS and can be up to seven characters in 
length. 

Omission will cause the permanent file name of the 
TO parameter to be used. 

user:u: This parameter specifies the NOS user identification 
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or the owner of the file. This parameter is only 
necessary if the file is In a cataloQ other than the 
user who was specified by the most recently issued 
SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES command. 

status: See ERROR H'NDlING. 

GETOL 

The purpose of this command is to get a previous'Y created 
NOS/VE object library from the NOS side and set the appropriate 
fite attributes that wi" al10w the object library to be used on 
NOS/VE. 

get_obJect_library to=(file reference> 
[from=(name)l 
[user=(name)l 
[status=(status variable>] 

to:t: This parameter specifies the NOS/VE fite name of the 
object library. 

from:f: This parameter specjfJes the NOS file name of the 
object file. This is the permanent fite name as 
defined in NOS and can be up to seven characters in 
length. 

Omission will cause the permanent file name of the 
TO parameter to be used. 

user:u= This parameter specifies the NOS user identification 
of the owner of the file. This parameter is only 
necessary if the fi'e is in a catalog other than the 
user who was specified on the most recently Issued 
SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES command. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

DISOT 

The purpose of this command is to produce a formatted display 
of the object text contained in an object file or object library 
produced on NOS/VE. 
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[output:(file reference)] 
(status=(status variable)] 

fi'e:f: This parameter specifies the object file or object 
library containing the object text to be listed. 

output:o: This parameter speciFies the file to which the 
display is to be written. 

Omission Mil I cause the file SOUTPUT to be used. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

The purpose of this command is to get a previously created SCU 
source library from the NOS side and set the appropriate file 
attributes that witl allow the source library to be used on 
NOS/VE. 

get_souree_library to:(file reference) 
[from=(name)] 
[user:(name)J 
[status=(status variable)] 

to:t: This parameter specifies the NOS/VE file name of the 
source library. 

from:f: This parameter specifies the NOS file name of the 
source library, This is the permanent file name as 
defined in NOS and can be UP to seven characters In 
length. 

Omission will cause the permanent file name of the 
TO parameter to be used. 

user:u: This parameter specifies the NOS user identification 
of the owner of the file. This parameter is only 
necessary If the file is in a catalog other than the 
user who was specified on the most recently issued 
SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES command. 

status: See ER~OR HANDLING. 
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The purpose of EDIT_FILE is to initiate the execution of the 
S C U editor on ate x tf i Ie. (For d e t:a I I s see A R H '3 8 8 3 • ) 

edit_file: edif - edit tines on a source file. (procedure fite 
not necessarily in its final form) 

2.15.12 JEDIT 

fi le=·flle(source) 
r res u J t = f i I e { so u r c e) ] 
[input=fJ Ie reference J 
Coutput=file reference] 
(status] 

$REQUIREO 
$VAlUE(FIlE) 
$CQMMAND 
$OUTPUT 

The purpose of this command is to initiate execution of the 
JEDIT editor built by Jack Bohnhoff. Anyone wanting information 
about the editor should contact Jack. 

Jedit from=(fiJe) 
[status=(status variab4e)] 

from:f: This parameter specifies the file to be editted. 
This flte is rewritten after the editor 
terminates. 

status: See ERROR 
Interface. 

2.15.13 OE8UG 

HANDLING i n the NOS/VE Command 

The prototype R1 NOS/VE debugger Is now available. Details on 
how to use the debugger can be found in the "CYBER 180 
INTERACTIVE DEBUG External Reference Specification and Userfs 
Guide", Sunnyvale DeS number $4028. 
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The SET_LINK_ATTRIBUTES command is the same as documented in 
the NOS/VE command interface with the exception that the CHARGE 
and PROJECT parameters are optional (and in fact not useful in 
the current environment since Me disable that feature on the NOS 
side). 
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The 'status' column indicates whether the procedure Is 
unchanged from the previous buj'd, modified from the prevJous 
hui Id or not avai'able in this build. Footnotes are numbered 
within each section. 

3.1 'UH~A~Q_eRatESSI~& 

a£~G~~UL~ 

ClPSSCAN_PARAM_lIST 
CLPSTEST_PARAMETER 
ClPSGET_KEYWORD 
ClPSGET_SET_COUNT 
ClPSGET_VAlUE_COUNT 
ClPSTEST_RANGE 
CLP$GET_VALUE 
CLPSCREATE_VARIA8lE 
ClP$OElETE_VARIABLE 
CLPSREAD_VARIABlE 
CLP$WRITE_VARIABlE 
CLPSSCAN_COMMAND_FILE 
CLP$ENO_SCAN_COMMAND_FIlE 
ClP$SCAN_COMMAND_LINE 
ClPSCREATE_FIlE_CONNECTION 
ClPSOELETE_FIlE_CONNECTION 
ClPSPUSH/POP_UTILITY 
ClPSGET_COMMANO_ORIGIN 
ClPSGET_DATA_LINE 
CLPSSCAN_PROC_DEClARATION 

aSPSFORMAT_MESSAGE 
OSP$SET_STATUS_ABNORMAl 
OSPSAPPEND_S1ATUS_PARAMETER 
OSPSAPPEND_STATUS_INTEGER 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unch~nged 

unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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3.3 iESQUaCE_eAHAiEHfHI 

e~QC~dUL~ 

RMPSREQUEST_MASS_STORAGE 
RMPSREQUEST_TERMINAl 

unchanged 
unchanged 

AI I terminal attributes can be specified on the 
RMPSREQUEST_TERMINAL cal I but only the following are operationa': 

o auto_Input 
o transparent_mode 
a prompt_fite 
o prompt_string 

Files assigned to a terminal device can be accessed via the 
fol lowing BAM reauests: 

o AMP$OPEN 
o AMPSGET_NEXT 
o AM?SGET_DIRECT 
o AMPSGET_PARTIAl 
o AMPSPUT_NEXT 
o AMP$PUT_DIRECT 
o AMPSPUT_PARTIAl 
o AMP$ClOSE 
o AMPSREWIND 
o AMPSSKIP 
o AMP$SEEK_OIRECT 

PMPSEXIT 
PMPSEXECUTE 
PMPSTERMINATE 
PMPSAWAIT_TASK_TERMINATION 
PMPSMODUlE_TABLE_ADDRESS 
PMPSENTRY_POINT_TABLE_AOORESS 
PMPSPUSH_TASK_DEBUG_MODE 
PMPSSET_TASK_DEBUG_MODE 
PMPSTASK_DEBUG_MOOE_ON 
PMPSSET_OE8UG_RING 
PMPSDEBUG_RING 
PMPSCHANGE_DEBUG_lIBRARY_lIST 
PMPSPOP_TASK_OE8UG_MODE 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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eL~~~duL~ 

OSPSAWAIT_ACTIVITY_COMPlETIDN 
PHPSOEFINE_QUEUE 
PMPSREMOVE_QUEUE 
?"PSCONNECT_QUEUE 
PHPSDISCONNECT_QUEUE 
PMPSSENO_TO_QUEUE 
PMPSRECEIVE_FROM_QUEUE 
PMP$STATUS_QUEUE 
PMPSSTATUS_QUEUES_DEFINED 
PMPSGET_QUEUE_lIMITS 

PMPSESTABlISH_CONDITION_HANDlER 

PMPSOISESTABLISH_CONO_HANDlER 
PMPSCAUSE_CONDITION 
PHP$CONTINUE_TO_CAUSE 
PMPSTEST_CONOITIDN_HANDlER 
PMPSVAlIOATE_PREVIOUS_SAVE_AREA 
PMPSESTABLISH_DEBUG_OFF 
OSPSSET_STATUS_fROM_CONDITION 

eL~~~dYL~ 

PMPSGENERATE_UNIQUE_NAME 
PMP$GET_TIME 
PMPSGET_MICROSECOND_ClOCK 
PMPSGET_TASK_CP_TIME 
PMPSGET_DATE 
PMPSGET_USER_IOENTIFICATON 
PMPSGET_ACCOUNT_PROJECT 
PMP$GET_JOB_NAMES 
PMPSGET_JOB_ID 
PMPSGET_JOB_MODE 
PMPSGET_PROGRAM 
PMPSGET_TASK_ID 
PMPSMANAGE_SENSE_SWITCHES 
PMP$GET_OS_VERSION 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

Added support of detected 
uncorrected error 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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PMPSGET_PROCESSOR_ATTRIBUTES 
PMPSDEFINE_DEBUG_ENTRY 
PMPSGET_DEBUG_ENTRY 
PMPSMODIFY_DEBUG_ENTRY 
PMPSREMOVE_DEBUG_ENTRY 

3.8 LQi&l~& 

eL~~iaUL~ 

PMPSLOG 
PMPSLOG_ASCII 

Sequential Access 
Byte_Addressable Access 
Record Access 
Segment Access 
V_System Specified 
V_User Specified 
U_System Specified 
U_User Specified 
F_System Specified 
F_User $pecjfied 
AMPSDESCRIBE_NEW_FILE 
AMPSFILE 
AMPSGET_FIlE_ATTRIBUTES 
AMPSFETCH 
AMPSSTORE 
AHPSCOPY_FILE 
AMPSRENAME 
AMPSRETURN_FILE 
AMPSOPEN 
AMPSClOSE 
AMPSFETCH_ACCESS_INFORMATION 
AMP$SKIP 
AMPSREWIND 
AMP$WRITE_END_PARTITION 
AMP5GET_NEXT 
AMPSGET_OIRECT 
AMPSGET_PARTIAL 
AMPSPUT_NEXT 
AMPSPUT_DIRECT 
AMPSPUT_PARTIAL 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged - *1 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
deleted 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
new name 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
*2 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged - *3 
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AMPSSEEK_D!RECT 
AMPSGET_SEGMENT_POINTER 
AMPSSET_SEGMENT_EOI 
AMPISET_SEGMENT_POSITION 
AMPSSET_lOCAl_NAME_ABNORMAl 
AMP$SET_FIlE_INSTANCE_ABNORMAl 
AMPSACCESS_METHOD 
AMPSfETCH_FAP_POINTER 
AMPSSTORE_FAP_POINTER 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

*1 Segment access If a segment access fife is written and an 
AMPSSET_SEGMENT_EOI is not issued to record the EOI, EOI 
remains zero. The highest page referenced is not yet used as 
the def~ult EOI. This particu1ar1y affects those who wish to 
make heaps permanent because EOI is alwlYs zero for a heap. 

*2 AMPSREWIND The WAIT parameter on the procedure call is not 
supported. 

*3 AMPSPUT_PARTIAL PUT_PARTIAL with the TERM_OPTION = 
AMCSTERMINATE does Q~l act as a put_next if a preceding START 
was not issued. 

e~~~I~UL~ 
PFPSDEFINE 
PfPSATTACH 
PFP$PURGE 
PFPSCHANGE 
?FP$PERMIT 
PFPSOElETE_PERMIT 
PFPSDEfINE_CATAlOG 
PFPSPURGE_CATAlOG 
PFPSPERMIT_CATAlOG 
PFP$OElETE_CATAlOG_PERMIT 

MMPSADVISE_IN 
MMPSADVISE_OUT 
MMPSADVISE_OUT_TN 
MMPSWRITE_MODIFIEO_PAGES 
MMPSCREATE_SEGMENT 
MMPSDELETE_SEGMENT 
MMPSSTOPE_SEGMENT_ATTRIBUTES 
MMPSFETCH_SEGMENT_ATTRIBUTES 

St~1Ui 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
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MMPSVERIFY_ACCESS 
MMP$FREE 
MMPSlOCK_PAGES 
MMP$UNlOCK._PAGES 
MMPSFETCH_PVA_UNWRITTEN_PAGES 

3.12 SIAIISIIt.S_EAC.11..1IJ: 

SfP$ESTASLISH_STATISTIC 
SFPSENABlE_STATISTIC 
SfPSOISABlE_STATISTIC 
SFPSDISESTABlISH_STATISTIC 
SFPSEMIT_STATISTIC 
SFPSEMIT_SYSTEM_STATISTIC 

IfP$TERMINAl 
IFPSFETCH_TERMINAl 
IFPSSTORE_TERMINAL 
IFP$GET_DEFlT_TERMINAl_ATTRIBUTES 
IfPSGET_TERMINAL_ATTRIBUTES 
IfP$ADVANC E 

unchanged 
unchanged 
number of tocked pages per 
segment restricted to 32 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 

unchanged 
unchanged 
unchanged 
unch:anged 
unchanged 
new - *1 

*1 Only the option IFCSADVANCE_All_CUEUEO_OUTPUT is supported. 

The following summar izes the exception code ranges currently 
assigned to NOS/VE. These code ranges represent a finer 
breakdown than the one specified in the SIS for Internal NOS/VE 
development purposes. However, it is important to remember that 
only the product identifiers documented In the SIS may appear in 
error messages. 

Common Modules 
Common Code Generator 

9,000 - 9,999 
8,000 - 8,999 
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Exception Code 

1 - 158,999 
159,000 - 159,99Q 
160,000 - 169,999 

160,000 163,9Q9 
164,000 - 164,999 
165,000 - 165,999 
166,000 - 166,999 
161,000 - 167999 

110,000 - 179,999 
180,000 - 189,999 
190,000 - 199,999 
200,000 - 209,999 

200,000 - 204,999 
205,000 - 205,999 

210,000 - 219,999 
210,000 - 210,999 
211,000 - 211,999 
212,000 - 212,999 
213,000 - 213,999 
214,000 - 214,999 
215,000 - 215,999 
216,000 - 216,999 
217,000 - 217,999 
218,000 - 218,999 
219,000 - 219,999 

220,000 - 229,QQ9 

221,000 - 221,999 
222,000 - 222,999 

230,000 - 239,999 
240,000 - 249,9Q9 
250,000 - 259,999 
260,000 - 269,999 
270,000 - 279,999 
280,000 - 289,999 
290,000 - 299,999 
300,000 - 30Q,QQq 
310,000 - 319,999 
320,000 - 329,999 
340,000 - 349,999 
330,000 - 339,999 
500,000 - 509,999 
510,000 - 519,99Q 
520,000 - 529,999 
530,000 - 539,999 
540,000 - 549,999 

Product 
Identifier 

Reserved 
5Y 
AM 
SA 
LN 
JF 
SR 
eM 
CL 
JM 
LL 
MM 
MM 
MM 
as 
OS 
MT 
IO 
10 
OM 
Ml 
IF 
TM 
TM 
JS 
PF 

ST 
PU 
PM 
RM 
OF 
AV 
Ie 
PH 
DC 
DB 
MS 
Reserved 
SF 
US 
AA 
AG 
Al 
AP 
BA 

Product Name 

System Core 
Basic Access Methods 
Basic Access 
local Name Mgr 
Job File Mgr 
Conversion Services 
Configuration Mgmt 
Command Language 
Job Management 
Loader 
Memory Management 
Monitor level 
Task Level 
Operating System 
as 
EXEC 
MS 110 
Tape 110 
De~ice Management 
Memory link 
.Interactlve 
TM Monitor 
TM Task 
Job Swappers 
Permanent File 
Management 
Set Management 
Permanent File Utilities 
Program Management 
Resource Management 
Operator Facility 
User Administrator 
Interstate Communication 
Remote Host facti ity 
abject Code Utilities 
Deadstart/Recovery 
Maintenance Services 

Statistics Fae. 
User Errors 
Advanced Access Method 
ALGOL 
Assewbly Language 
APL 
BASIC 
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550,000 -
560,000 
570,000 -
580,000 -
590,000 -
600,000 -
610,000 -
620,000 
640,000 -

559,999 
569,Q9Q 
579,999 
589,999 
599,999 
60Q,Q99 
619,999 
629,999 
649,999 

CA 
CB 
Cy 
FT 
Ph 
Pl 
SM 
SC 
OB 

Conversion Aids System 
COBOL 
CYBll 
FORTRAN 
PASCAL (Wirth) 
Pl/l 
Sort Merge 
Source Code utility 
Oebug 
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4.0 DUAL STATE DEADSTART AND OPERATION 

The Arden Hills 52 development systems are configured to run 
with three fMD units. 

o FMD Unit 43 

This unit contains NOS permanent files. 

o FMD Unit 41 

This unit contains the following: 

Files required to deadstart dual state Cycle 5; Al70 NOS 
(5.3 plus changes necessary for Cycle 5), CTI, MSl, EI 
binariesl and NOS Deadstart files. 
It is also used as a temp device. 

o FMO Unit 42 

This unit contains NOS permanent fi les. 

o fMD Unit 44 

This is another NOS PF device. 

o FMD Unit 45 

This is another NOS temp device. 

1) The convention used for creating user names on NOS/VE Is as 
fol 'OWS: 

o Your user name will be your initials. 
o Your password wi II be these 3 I etters fol lowed by the 
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letter lX t • 

a You must see COMSOURCE (R.K. 
assigned a user index 

2) PF dumping and loading 

Cooper x3092) to be 

You may use "SES.DUMPPF" on SN/IOl to dump your permanent 
files to tape, and then load them onto your user name on A170 
NOS using "SES.lOADPF". Documentation on how to use these SES 
procedures and what their parameters are is included in the 
SES User's Guide, or they can be obtained by typing: 

SES,HElP.DUMPPF and SES,HElP.lOAOPf. 

At deadstart time NOS wi II automatically toad 7155-1x disk 
controlware on one channel with controller type=FM (lBC CMRdeck 
entry), and witt automatically load 7155-4x disk controlware on 
any channel with controller type=HT (LSe CMRdeck entry). NOS/VE 
supports both of those types of controllers. NOTE: It is not 
possible to use 844 half-track controlware in this environment. 

4.4.1 eTr AND CHECKING CENTRAL MEMORY 

Oeadstarting A170 NOS assumes some knowledge of CTI. eTI 
stands for Common Test and Initialization. It is software that 
places an 800 series machine in a state such that it is possible 
to deadstart an operating system. ell is used somewhat 
ambiguousty in the software community to imply CTI and MSl 
(Maintenance Software LIbrary). The MSl is a colfection of 
programs and data that includes such things as a subset of CMSE 
(eyber Maintenance Software Executive) that enables one to load 
controtware to controllers, look at CYBER 180 maintenance 
registers, look at microcode, etc. The MSl also contains 
microcode that can be loaded by CTI. The MSL is actually an 
operating system that runs independently of NOS. An important 
element of CTI/MSl Is HIVS (Hardware Verification Sequence), 
which is a program that toads microcode, clears and checks 
central memory and tests al I 170 opcodes. If YOU are not sure 
what the machine was used for (particularly the first hands on 
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user each morning} then the HIVS program should be run. This Is 
accomplished by: 

1) deadstart to NOS/VE (unit 40 for 53, unit 41 for 52) 

2) Enter 0 (operator intervention) 

3) Enter P (deadstart panel,make sure .evel 0 deadstart) 

4) <BK.$P) 

5) Enter H (assure yourse.f that C5=YES to reload microcode) 

6) <BKSP) 

7) Enter V (verification sequence) 

8) Hit <CR) at 'parameter display' to test eM & CP 

When you see text that tells YOU that verification is complete 
and a deadstart Is required, you are now ready to deadstart NOS. 

4.4.2 NOS DEADSTART 

See Section 3.3 of the Integration Procedures Notebook for 
important NOS CMROECK changes. 
o Set the DIS pane' to deadstart from the primary system disk. 

This is Unit 41 for atl Cycle 5 systems. 
o Push DIS button 
o Ent er (CR) 
o Enter date/time 

Wait for deadstart to complete. 

Note: The deadstart tape DUALS (which is currently installed on 
unit 41) is found in the area in the northeast corner of the S2 
lab where the tape cabinet Is found. 

o Enter DOWN,CH2. so NOS/VE can use the channel. 

o Enter DOWN,CH32. so NOS/VE can use the channel. 
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o The following file must be available in your catalog on the 
52: 

TPXXXK contains a NOS/VE deadstart image. This must be a copy of 
the dual state d~adstart images available from the link 
procedures. 

o If you've never deadstarted NOS/VE from the user number from 
which YOU want to run or if you wish to change the current 
parameter settings for your particular user number, then do a 
SETVE. SETVE assumes the file TPXXXK is in your user number; 
you do not have to do another SETVE if TPXXXK has changed 
since the last time you ran. The general form of SerVE is: 

X.SETVE(PN=ffff,UN=un,C=6) 

where rfff is an identifier of up to 4 characters and un is 
the user number to search first for files. 6 is the number of 
the system core command deck for the Arden Hills 52 
configuration. WaLniogl_S2i~1!~lD~_t~~_Qu_tbl_!Ld~Q_Hil!~_S3 
~11!_destLA~_1b~_c!~s~d_~b22_Q~LmaO~Ql_111~_hiS~~_ In general 
ffff and un wi'. be the same, e.g. X.SETVE(OAH,UN=DAH,C=6) 

.*Only ONE SETVE should be done for each user number and a 
SETVE should NOT be done for ANY Integration user number 
except by the Integration proJect.** 

SEe SECTION 5.1 FOR MORE DETAILS. 

o Br i ng UP dual state: 

N'w Eff f f • 

where rfff 
NVEINT1. 

is th e identifier specified in SETVE, e.g. 

() Bring UP the Operator Facil ity 

Enter K,NVE. 

NOS/VE is currently generated and initialized on both NOS 
and NOS/Vi:. AI' source and object Ilbrar ies that make up the 
NOS/VE system are produced on NOS and therefore must be 
converted from their CI to II counterparts. Other parts of 
install ing and initial izing the system (e.g. bui 1ding the 
SSYSTEM catalog) are performed by command language procedures 
on NOS/VE. Since the same system will many tImes In a closed 
shop environment, it is advantageous to only perform the 
conversign from CI to II a single time) save the results in 
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the NOS file system and then simpty bring the files back 
during deadstart. 

The actual fites that get installed and loaded on each 
deadstart are determined by a command language procedure (the 
system profile) interpreted on NOS/VE. This procedure can be 
modified by each site to initialize their NOS/VE environment 
In the most suitable fashion. The process of buitding the 
system profile and of performing the Cl to II conversions is 
referred to as an installation deadstart and the process of 
executing the system praft Ie and of fetching previously 
converted files from NOS and making them available in the 
NOS/VE file system is referred to as 8 deadstart. A single 
command is available to perform both an installation deadstart 
and a deadstart. 

4.5.1 THE OS PROCEDURE 

The purpose of this command is to perform an installation, 
normal or recovery deadstart of NOS/VE. The defaults for 
parameters are those most convenient for "closed shop" 
deadstarts. 

The procedure "brings up" the Job tog display on the 'eft 
screen where the progress of the procedure may be watched, and 
the control point display on the right screen. Just before 
the procedure completes it changes the teft screen to display 
the system log and writes to that log the message: 

1 ____ Deadstart Completed ____ I 

at which point the operator may enter commands. 

ds (kind=instafl : norma1 : recover] 
[get_source_libraries=<boolean)l 
(get_products=<boolean)] 
[echo=<boolean)] 
[alternate_user=<NOS_user_name)l 
[save_instaI1_files=<boolean)1 
[validate_users=<boolean)l 
[quJck_vaIJdate=ljst of (name)] 
[debug=<boofean)l 
[help=(file reference)] 
(status=(status variable)] 

kind k: This parameter specifies what kind of deadstart is 
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to be performed. Valid specifications are: 

iosta11 : i-installation 
The system libraries 
fi les. 

deadstart to be 
are hui It from 

performed. 
Cl object 

normal: n - normal deadstart to be performed. The 
system libraries are obtained from the results of a 
previous installation deadstart. 

recover: r - recovery deadstart. Just initiates system 
tasks. Permanent files are "recovered" from a 
previous run of the system. 

Omission wi II cause a recovery deadstart to be 
performed. 

get_sauree_libraries : gsl: This parameter specifies whether 
S CUI i bra r I e s are t 0 be ins t:a I Jed. Val ids p e cif i c at ion s 
are: 

true : ye s on - t ibrar ies are to be installed 

fa ISt~ : no off - libraries are not to be installed 

On the Arden Hills closed shop S2 system, the SCU 
I fbraries to be installed are: 

OSFPIL -) OSFSPROGRAM_INTERFACE_lIBRARY: operating system 
program interface 

OSFSL -> OSFSSOURCE_LIBRARY: subset of operating system 
source library 

Omission wit I cause SCU libraries to be installed. 

get_products: gp: This parameter specifies whether the object 
libraries defining the current product set are to be 
installed. Va'id specifications are: 

true : yes on - the products are to be installed 

false ; no orf - the products are not to be installed 

On the Arden Hit Is closed shop 52 system, the product 
set to be installed consists of: 

CVFIIC -) CYFSCOMPIlER: cybil II compiler 
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CCFRTl -) CCF$RUN_TIME_LIRRARV: common compiler modules 
run time' ibrary 

MlFRTL -) MlFSRUN_TIME_lIBRARY: math run time library 

DBFOl -) OBFSOEBUG_lIBRARY: symbolic debug library 

SCFOl -) SCFS08JECT_lIBRARY: source code utility 

SCFCl -) SCFSCOMMANO_lIBRARY: source code utility 
flstand-a'one" command library 

IFFEDIT -> IFFSEDITOR: Jack Bohnhoffts editor (JEDIT) 

Omission will cause the product set to be installed. 

echo e: This parameter specifies whether the commands should 
be echoed to the console during execution. Valid 
specifications are: 

true : yes on - echo commands 

faLse: no Off - do not echo commands 

Omission wit f cause commands not to be echoed. 

alternate_user 1 au: This parameter specifies what NOS user to 
check if the default NVE user does not have the needed 
file. Any NOS user name is allowed. 

Omission will cause INTl to be used. 

save_instal I_fifes : sif: This parameter specifies whether to 
save the system libraries created by an installation 
deadstart. This parameter is Ignored for a normal or 
recovery deadstart. Valid specifications are: 

true: yes: on - save the installed system libraries 

false no off do not save the installed system 
libraries 

Ornlssion will cause the files not to he saved. 

validate_users: vu: This parameter s.pecifies whether to run 
the job that validates NOS/VE users. This parameter is 
ignored for a recovery deadstart. Val.1d specifications 
are: 
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true : yes on - run the validation Job 

false: no off - do not run the validation Job 

Omission will cause the validation job to be run. 

qUiCk_validate: qy: This parameter determines which users 
will be validated by the valjdation job if it is run. 
When specified, this parameter gives a list of user names 
to be validated in addition to the users: INTI, INT2, 
DEVI, DEV2, REll, EVAL and RKC. 

Dm i ss i on wi 1 I cause a 1 J users to be val i dated. 

debug: d: This parameter specifies whether the procedure 
should abort if an error condition is detected. Valid 
specifications are: 

true 1 yes: on - do not abort on an error. The user 
wilt be prompted for commands in the event of an 
error at which time entering "continue" will cause 
processing to resume. 

false: no ~ off - abort on an error 

Gmis.sion wi " cause the procedure to abort when an 
error is encountered. 

help: h: This parameter specifies whether he'p information js 
to be written. If this parameter is specified, the help 
information wit I be written to the specified file and the 
procedure wi' I terminate. 

ami s sian wi I • c au set h e pro c e du ret 0 ex e cut e a no the 
help information not to be written. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING in the NOS/VE ERS. 

If you change any 0' the fotlowlng decks you MUST use the 
installation deadstart from your own catalog (with files 
CYBIlGO, XlJOCM, XLJOSl and XlJLIB), or you must use the 
alternate_user para~eter to specify a NOS catalog containing 
the files (e.g. DEVl). 

AVMUTIl elMOP DMMDISA ICMClOS ICMFAI ICMFAPC ICMFlSH ICMGET 
ICMOPEN ICMPUT ICMWEOP IFMEXEC IIMA72H IIMDC2S IIMRlE 

IIMRSE IIMRUM IIMRUSM IIMTDEl DeMADD OCMSIM OCMBIM DeMeDl 
OeMCOM OCMCPY OCMCRM OeHOfF OCMDEl OCMOlB DeMONl 
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DeMOOl OCMEND OCMGEN OCMlCH OCMlMG OCHLP OCMMUR 
OCM"? OCMOBJ OCMOFH OCMOMS OCMRCH nCMRED OCMREP OCMRMB 

OCMSAT OCMSOl OCMVEl OCMVlU OCMVOl PFMDC PFMTAll 
PUMBCAT PUMBCYC PUMBfIL PUMBfO PUMBLST PUMBPF PUMBSET 
PUMCOMN PUHCRAK PUHPURG PUMCRAK PUMIQBF PUMlIST PUMMISC 
PUMPURG PUMRAll PUMRCAT PUMREC PUMREF PUMRFIL PUMRPF 
PUMSTUB RHMlML RHMQAT RHMQOP RHMQRE RHMSFM USORT UTMDUR 

UTMPCl UTMPC2 UTMPC3 UTMPC4 UTMPC5 UTMTSA UUSERl 

4.5.2 EXAMPLE OF NOS/VE INSTALLATION DEADSTART 

Type 

K, NVE. 
K.SETlA (you,_un,NVE) your_password 
K.GETF OS U=scat 
K.DS INSTALL GSl=NO GP=NO AU=scat 

4.5.3 EXAMPLE OF NOS/VE "NORMAL" DEADSTART 

The Integration system has had the installation deadstart 
run -0 nit. A 1 s 0 the fit e s pro d u ce d by the i os tat I at ion 
deadstart have been made semi-private and are found on the 
catalog used in the NVExxxx cal •• 

Type (where DEVI Is the same as the xxxx in the NVExxxx 
call): 

K,NVE. 
K.SETlA (DEV1,NVE) OeVIX 
K.GETF OS 
K. DS NORr~AL 

4.5.4 EXAMPLE Of NOS/VE RECOVERY DEADSTART 

This is the kind of deadstart that should most frequently 
be done In a "closed shop" environment and consequently is the 
one for which all the parameter defaults are oriented. It 
presupposes that permanent file recovery has been successful. 

Type (where DEVl is the same as the xxxx in the NVExxxx 
call): 

K., NVE. 
K.SETlA (OEVl,NVE) DEVIX 
K. GETf OS 
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K.OS 

4.5.5 EXAMPLE OF MINIMAL NOS/VE DEADSTART 

The minimal deadstart shown below may be useful to as 
developers who need to get the system up quickly and do not 
need the product set or a" vatidated users. 

Type 

K. N VEl 
K.SETLA (youf_un,NVE) your_password 
K,.GETF OS lI=scat 
K.DS NORMAL GSl=NO GP=NQ QY=yoUf_Un AU=scat 

4.5.6 USE Of THE QUICK_DEADSTART COMMAND 

This command is intended as a development tool to 
facilitate 'fast' deadstarts where recovery is not needed; 
indeed, if this command is entered L~~gX~LX __ ~111_o~1_h~ 
n~L!~Lm~~ when the system is brought down for whatever 
reason. Specifying this command witt cause an instatlation 
deadstart to take place. If the INITDO command Is not 
specified then a default value of 'VSN001 1 i~ used for the 
system deadstart device. Use of INITOD will atlow setting the 
deadstart devices identifier to any value. THIS COMMAND WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM A DEADSTART COMMAND FILE, SO 'O=T' MUST 
BE SPECIFIED ON THE SErVE PROCEDURE TO PERMIT ENTRY OF THE 
QUICKDS COMMAND. 

Format: QUICKDS or QUICK_DEADSTART 
Values: The default is false. Executing this command 

causes this initia' value to be tOQg1ed, thus executing this 
command twice witl cause the final value to be false. 

Note: QUICK_TEMPLATE_LOAD does not exist now. 

4.6.1 OPERATOR INITIATION 

To brIng UP the NOS/VE interactive facility do the 
following: 

1) Bring UP NOS/VE. 
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2l Bring UP NiH 

At the system console enter: 

FCN,5,7700. 
NAMV2. for 52 and 53 

3) If IAF is not up at control point 1, enter: 

IAFV2. 

4.6.2 OPERATOR TERMINATION 

To terminate NDS/VE interactive any of the following may be 
done: 

This is the preferred method. To bring NOS/VE interactive 
back up, you must first do a CFO,NAM.EN,AP=VEIAF. 

This terminates the entire network including IAF,RBF, etc. 

4.6.3 OTHER OPERATOR CAPABILITIES 

To logically turn the printer onJ under DSO enter: 

ON,33. 
FORM,33,TM,. 

To send a "shutdown warning" to ai' terminats logged on to 
VEIAF do: 

To send 2 message to all terminals do: 

PASSON has the ability to record various types of 
diagnostic information. This capability is controlled via 
the sense switches at the PASSON control point. To turn a 
sense switch on (off) at Job jsn do: 
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where x is the desired sense switch (1 to 61. The PASSON 
default is al' sense sw i tchesoff. It will take a short 
period of time before PASSON detects a change in a sense 
switch and reacts to it. The sense switches currently used 
by PASSON are: 

~idllkb_! 

1 
2 
3 

Network Trace 
PASSON logic Trace To Dayfile 
Memory link Trace To Dayfile 

With the release of the Operator Facility Phase 1 severa. 
changes to the NOS/VE Operating System will ~ccur that will 
effect the users of the NOS/VE Operators Console. The 
Operator faci Ii ty runs as part of the N'VE control point. When 
the request for K display appears on the NOS B Display, assign 
the K Display to the NVE control point. The Operator Facility 
is capable of displaying both a left and a right screen area 
at the same tIme. If the operator wants both screens then 
type in KK. The contents of these displays are determined by 
the commands entered by the operator. 

The left screen is divided into four different areas. The 
top most area is the system header which contains the current 
date and time, memory statistics, and an operator action 
message if one is posted. The operator action wi II include 
the Job sequence number of the owner of the message and 
tmessage cancelled 1 if the message is cancetled because the 
task has terminated. The next line contains the first 64 
characters of the operator action message (60 characters in 
stand alone). 

The next area of the screen is the main output area. This 
area has the fi Ie name of OUTPUT. Any display command can 
have its output directed to this area as well as any system 
command. 

The third area is towArds the bottom of the screen. This 
area is two lines long and contains the response area. This 
wil' contain error messages from system commands. The area is 
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cleared when the next operator typein is entered at the 
operator's console and received by NOS/VE. 

The fourth area is the prompt area. This wi 11 contain the 
status of the keyboard. If NOS/VE is processing a command, 
then the keyboard is locked and a" typeins will be ignored. 
When the keyboard is locked, the message 'data received by 180 
- keyboard locked' will appear at the screen's bottom. When 
the keyboard is unlocked then any data in the keyboard buffer 
wi t I be sent to NfJS/VE. The bottom. i ne j s the J ast line that 
was processed by Operator Facility. 

The right K Display has the file name OUTPUT_RIGHT. There 
is only one area on the right screen therefore the main 
di s pi ayar ea j s 101 i nes I anger than the' eft s cr eenar ea. If 
a dayfile display or CP display is shown on the right screen 
you wi 1 J get more I ines of information than on the left 
screen. 

There are no default displays that come up automatically on 
either output display area. It is UP to the operator to 
decide the display the operator wishes to see. The only parts 
of the display that come UP automatically is the system header 
display and the prompt area for keyboard status. 

The page width of the screen is 60 characters for 
standalone and 64 characters for dual state. The character 
set translation code is the same as that for the current NVE 
Subsystem control point. The escape code sequence for the 
special characters to be typed has not changed. There are a 
few differences in the processing of data by the Operator 
Facility and NVE Subsystem. 

1) Do NOT end commands with a period. Periods are sent to 
NOS/VE. 

2) The NVE subsystem commands that begin with an asterisk wit' 
not be supported from the Operator Facitity control point. 
If these commands are entered froll the Operator faei I ity 
they witl be passed on to SCl where an illegal command wil' 
be issued. 

3) Routing of console job data to a specific job by the 
'n=command' protocol wi t I not be supported in dual state. 
This feature should work in standatone but will not be 
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supported. 

4) No type ahead - commands cannot be entered until the prompt 
area shows that they are requested. 

There is one new command to replace the current display 
commands. The entry pOints for Zdis, Zdisb, and Sdis have 
been deleted. The new command is VEDISPlAY and has two 
parameters. The options are listed below. The values in 
paranthesis are the abbreviations. Note that this command 
does not begin with an asterisk (*,. This command wilt be 
processed by SeL and create a new system contra. point task to 
display it·s data. The user can have the same display type on 
each of the display areas, if the user so desires. 

Command Name 

VEOISPLAY (VED) 

Display Type 

Parameter Name 

DISPLAY_OPTIONS 
DISPLAY_OPTION (DO) 

Parameter Values 

DISPLAY_SYSTEM_lOG 
JOB_LOG (Jl) 
CONTROL_POINT Ie?) 

Screen Area 

Parameter Name 

OUTPUT (0) 

Parameter V~lues 

OUTPUT 
OUTPUT_RIGHT (OR) 

The default fi Ie name for aJ J displays is OUTPUT. 

The fol lowing is a brief t 1st of commands to bring UP NOSVE 
with the Operator Facility installed. 

NVEffff. to bring up NOS/VE. (See Section 5) 

KK. to bring up the K display on both screens. 

K.VED Jl to brIng up the Job log. 
or 
K.VED DISPlAY_OPTIONS=Jl OUTPUT=OUTPUT 

to bring up the job log using key word 
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identifiers. 

K.VED CP OUTPUT_RIGHT 

or 

to bring up the control point display on 
the right screen. 

K.VED DISPlAY_OPTIONS=CONTROl_POINT OUTPUT=OUTPUT_RIGHT 
to bring up the control point disptsy using 

key word 
identifiers. 

K.xx:)( send any command to NOS/VE. 
• 
• 
• 

to terminate NOS/VE. 

Note: After the OS procedure has completed execution the 
command to enter to bring down the system is TERMINATE_SYSTEM, 
not TERMINATE_SYSTEM_JOB. Yes, this is the OPPOSITE of what 
it used to he. 

The purpose of this command is to delete ai' files from the 
Job input subcatalog, the print subcatalog or both. This 
command is only allowed from Jobs with operator and or system 
privileges. 

delete_Job_queue [queue_name=lnput:output:aIIJ 
[status=(status variable)] 

queue_name qn: This parameter specifies from which 
subcatalogs files are to be deleted. Specifying 
INPUT will cause a" f II es to be de I eted from the 
Job swap subcatalog and the Job input subcatalog. 
Specifying OUTPUT will cause at I files to be deleted 
from the job output 5ubcatatog. Omission wilt cause 
all to be used. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 
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The purpose of this command is to rebuild an entry in the 
Known Job list (KJL) from information in the System label of 
the file representing the job being processed. This command 
is to be used during the process of recoverIng the input 
queues during recovery deadstart. 

rebuild_Input_queue [name=(name)] 
tstatus=<status variable)] 

name: n: This parameter specifies the file name of the 
fiSe representing the job. An attempt is made to 
process the specified file within the catalog where 
Job input Queues are known to reside. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

REBOQ 

The purpose of this command Is to rebuild an entry in the 
Known Output list (KOl) from information retained in the 
System Label of the file representing the output being 
processed. This command is to be used during the process of 
recovering the output queues during a recovery deadstart. 

rebuild_output_queue [name=(name)J 
[status=(status varIable)] 

name: This parameter specifies the file name of the file 
representing the output. An attempt is made to 
process the specified file within the catalog path 
of where job output queues are known to reside. 

status: See ERROR HANDLING. 

Through the system console, enter: 

Type 

X.DIS. 
USER,A,B. 
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GE T, f i len a me. 
where filename Identifies the input file to be routed. 
ROUTE,filename,OC=lP,FC=RH. 

In order to run NOS/VE in a dual state environment, certain 
hardware configuration rules must be in effect. All storage 
dey ices and channels that NOS/VE wi II request must be ina 
'down' state in the NOS EST. For more information on the NOS 
EST, see the NOS Version 1 Operator's Guide, 60435600, Section 
4. Refer to the E display. 

To run $2 SIN 104 in the standard configuration, channels 2 
and 32 must be downed as shown below. 

DOW t·., C H2. 
ODWN,CH32. 

4.9.1 SYSTEM CORE COMMANDS 

Configuration Management (eM) system core commands define 
the system mass storage device. The commands are described in 
detail in the NOS/VE Insta'Jation Command Interface ERS, 
Section 3. The eM system core commands define the hardware 
configuration of the system device and the controller 
accessing the system device. An example for 52 SIN 104 is 
shown here. 

SETDer $7155_1 
seTOO $885_11 40(8) 

4.9.2 JOB TEMPLATE COMMANDS 

During an instal Latioo deadstart, the Physical 
Configuration Utility (PCU) and the Logical Configuration 
Utility (LeU) must be run. The PCU is run to describe the 
physical configuration that NOS/VE may access. The leU wit I 
logically install al t or part of the phvsical configuration 
and allow NOS/VE to access the equipment. Commands for both 
utilities are described in the NOS/VE Installation Command 
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Interrace ERS, Section 2. 

The system device which was defined by the system core 
commands must the defined via the PCU, using the same 
controller and channel number. Additional devices may be 
defined as 'ong as the device is in a down state, and aI' 
channels ~efined are aJso down. An example is fisted here. 

EXECUTE_TASK SP=MANAGE_PHYSICAl_CONfIGURATION 
'SET_MAINFRAME_DEFINITION MAINfRAME=S2 
SET_DATA_CHANNEL_DEFINITION CHANNEl_NUMBER=2 
SET_DATA_CHANNEl_DEFINITION CHANNEL_NUMBER=18 
SET_CONTROLLER_DEFINITION ELEMENT=CTl •• 

PRODUCT_IDENTIFICATION=S7155_1 •• 
SERIAl_NUMBER=2 CHANNEL_CONNECTION=CHANNEl2 

SET_CONTROLLER_DEFINITION ElEMENT=CT2 •• 
PRODUCT_IDENTIFICATION=S7155_1 •• 
SERIAL_NUMBER=3 CHANNEl_CONNECTION=CHANNEl18 

SET_STORAGE_DEVICE_DEFINITION ElEMENT~FMD40_A •• 
PRODUCT_IDENTIfICATION=S885_11 SERIAL_NUMBER=1234 
UNIT_NUMBER=40(8) CONTROLLER_CONNECTION=CT1 

SET_STORAGE_OEVICE_DEFINITION ElEMENT=FH040_B •• 
PRODUCT_IDENTIFICATIOH=$855_11 SERIAL_NUMBER=3456 
UNIT_NUMBER=40(S) CONTROLLER_CONNECTION=CT2 

INSTAll_PHYSICAL_CONFIGURATION MAINFRAME=S2 
QUIT 

EXECUTE_TASK SP=MANAGE_LOGICAl_CONFIGURATION 
INSTALL_LOGICAL_CONFIGURATION INCLUDE=AlL 

QUIT 

4.9.3 MULTIPLE VOLUME CONSIDERATIONS 

• • 

•• 

If a configuration is used defIning multiple mass storage 
volumes, the execution of the PCU and leU wil I only permit 
access to the system device. In order to bring additional 
volumes online, the lCU must be run again. The user may want 
to initialize a fresh volume. To do this, use the leU 
subcommand INITMV. To add a volume to the NDS/VE set, I.e. 
to allow NOS/VE use of the volume, use the leU subcommand 
AOOMTS. An example is shown here. 

EXECUTE_TASK TP=MANAGE_LOGICAl_CONFIGUATION 
INITIALIZE_MS_VOlUME ElEMENT=FMD40_B RECOQDED_VSN='VSN002' 
ADD_MEMBER_TO_SET MEMBER_VSN=fVSN002' 

QUIT 
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During a nonJnstal'ation deadstart, an attempt will be made 
to bring all logically configured volumes online and 
reactivate them. This means the above sequence need only 
occur when a new volume is being brought online the first 
t j me. 

Reference has been made to the NOS/VE Installatton Command 
Interface ERS. To get a copy of this document on SIN 101, 
enter SES,MAD.lISTNIH. 

Support of 6-12 ASCII from the console (K display) causes 
the following changes: 

/1 
12 " 
13 #: 
14$ 
15 (reversed I) 
1 b ; 
171 
18 { 
19 } 
10 (underscore) 

l~elJI 

I ( 
I) 

/+ 
1-
1= 
1* 
II 
I, 
1/4 to IZ 

13.At!SLAlfJl_lO 

{ 

] 

> 
< 
• 
• (singte quote) 
I 

a - z (lower case) 

Most of the steps fisted here are used to gather 
information for recovery problems, etc. If you do not wish to 
do this, execute steps 0 and E only (EDD dump and NOS leve. 3 
de a ds tar t ) • 

A. Enter DR I at the MOD display. 

B. Enter HP at the MOO display. 

c. If IOU.FSI NOT = 0 OR IOU.FS2 NOT = 0 THEN do NOT enter 
DU at the Mon display ELSE do enter DU at the MDD 
display. 
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D. Press deadstart button and perform EOD: 

1) Mount scratch tape (ring in) on a 9-track drive. 

2) Push DIS button. 

3) Setect U (utilities) display. 

4) Select E (EDD) display. 

5) Set channel (52=13). 

6) Set ECUU (S2=Oluu) 

E = equipment 

c = 1 for 67X drives, 2 for 66X drives 

uu = unit number of the tape drive to be used. 

7) Answer "dump number" with a CR. 

8) Answer "non zero inhibits rewind" with a CR. 

9) Answer "channel controlware" with a CR. WaLDing! 
if this step Is omitted, 0501 canot process the 
dump tape. 

E. Perform a level 3 NOS deadstart (See Section 4.13). 

F. If you are running on the 53, enter the following at the 
console: 

X.DIS. 
USER,INT1,INTIX. 
GET,OMPDFS/UN=JLG. 
BEGIN"DMPDFS • 
• 
• 
DROP. 

This is a procedure to dump several dayfiles associated 
with the NVExxxx job and are needed along with the EDD tape to 
adequately debug a NOS/VE hang. 

Some of the crashes that NOS/VE encounters will cause 
NOS/VE to terminate such that the operator will notice the 
K-display which requests that a K.*RUN. be entered. Before a 
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K.*RUN. is entered the EDD should be performed. 

To create a listing of the EDD tape, type SES,INTl.OSDI See 
the procedure's HELP documentation for parameter 
descriptions. 

e170 DSCI information can be found in Chapter 10 of the NOS 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE Manua •• 

AI70 DSDI info can be found in document ARH3060 -- GID for 
A170 NOS/S2. 

o Bringing down dual state: 

o If not a normal termination 

K.*RUN. 
K.*ENDLST. 
K.*ENORUN. 

Before leaving the machine, it is necessary to bring NOS 
down. If NOS has crashed, a 'eve' 3 deadstart must be 
attempted even if the only reason is to bring NOS down. To do 
a t eve' 3 deadstart: 

1) Push DIS button 

2) Select "0" dlsp' ay 

3) Select "P" display 

4) Enter 1=3 

5) Enter (CR) 
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6) Enter date/time 

If a dump is desired but a crash has not occurred STEP. 
should always be entered before pushing the deadstart button. 
After the dump has been taken a 'evel 3 deadstart should be 
performed. 

To bring NOS down, do the fol lowing: 

1) Enter: 

CHE 
The screen witl display: 
CHECKPOINT SYSTEM. 
Enter: carriage return 

2) Make sure no mass storage device has a checkpoint 
rquested. To do this, enter: E,M. If the display shows 
there are no "C"s in the status field, then al' devices 
are checkpointed and you may continue. 

3) Enter: 
STEP. 

4) Push deadstart button. 
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5.0 RECOVERY OF NOS/VE PERMANENT FILES 

The genera' format of the SErVE command is 

rfff is a string of no more than four characters. SETVE 
appends rrff to 'MVE' to construct the na~e of a 
procedure file which, when invoked, will deadstart 
NOS/VE. The default is TST. 

un specifies the user number from which TPXXXK is 
attached. Un is the first catalog searched for 
other files used in deadstarting and terminating 
NOS/VE. The default is INTI. 

c specifies the deadstart command deck to be used when 
deadstarting NOS/VE. The function served by the 
deadstart command deck is analogous to the function 
served by the CMRDECK of NOS. Currently supported 
values for c and their respective uses are: 

1 Arden Hi Its 53 SIN 02 open shop/hands-on time 
3 Arden Hills S3 SIN 02 closed shop 
6 Arden Hi tis 52 SIN 104 open shop/hands-on time 
10 Sunnyval e 52 closed shop install ation 
40 Sunnyvale S2 closed shop continuation 

The default is set in the file CMOSl. Currently 
the defautt is 6. WaLnlo~1_S2&~i!xiQg __ C~b __ gn __ tb£ 
AL~~o __ tll11~ __ ~l __ ~11! __ d~~lt~x_1b~_~D~L~E_2~Lm~Q~D1 
fll.e_bas..t:£._ 

b specifies an alternate catalog to be searched for 
the various files used in deadstarting and 
terminating NOS/VE. The default is INTI. 

d is used to indicate that the system core command 
processor should accept commands from the console. 
Specifying O=T In the SETVE command allows the 
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operator to enter commands from the console after 
processing the deadstart command deck. If the 
operator wishes to initialize the system device 
andlor instal I a new version of NOS/VE, O=T must be 
specified. The default is set in the flJe CMDS1~ 
Currently the defautt is D=F. 

p specifies the password for the cata.og indicated by 
the un parameter. If this parameter Is omitted the 
password wil' be generated by appending an 'X' to 
the UN parameter. 

ch specifies the octal channel to be used for NOS/VE 
disk 110. The default is set in the fite CMOSl. 
Currently the default is 2. 

vsn specifies the vsn of a deadstart tape. If this 
parameter is used then NOS/VE wil' be deadstarted 
from the tape specified. If it is omitted, then 
NOS/VE wi ,. be deadstarted from the permanent file 
TPXXXK. 

Earlier versions of NOS/VE required that two SETVE commands 
be issued if the system was to be installed and subsequently 
recovered. The current system does not require this. The 
only reason for issuing two SErVE commands js to provide a 
deadstart procedure that does not require/permit operator 
intervention. 

It should be noted that once the SETVE command has been 
issued, it need not be issued again unless ••• 

1) There is a need to change one or more of the parameters 
specified in SETVE. 

2) The command file, NVEffff, generated by the SETVE 
command is purged from the system. 

Two examples of SETVE usage and subsequent NOS/VE deadstart 
are given below. The first example shows a "hands on" user 
working with recovery. The second it fustrates these concepts 
for a typical NDS/VE closed shop. This writer hopes that the 
reader will find both examples useful and Illuminating. 

I. A "hands on" user 
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The command file NVERSD is built and installed in NOS 
by typing 

Several of the choices of parameters are worth 
noting. 

1} By specifying the VSN parameter the user has built 
a command file that wi" deadstart the system 
directly from the tape produced by NVESYS. 

2) The user in this example has specified deadstart 
command deck 6 (C parameter) and has allowed the 
NOS/VE disk I/O channel (ch parameter) to default 
to 2. One concludes that the user is running on 
the A r de n Hi I IsS 2. 

3) The user has specified D=T. This is important. 
The deadstart command which triggers installation 
of a recoverable system cannot be read from a 
deadstart command deck. It must be entered from 
the console at deadstart time. Specifying O=T 
allows the operator to enter commands from the 
console. 

NOS/VE is deadstarted by typing 

NVERSD. 

at the console. 

The user brings up the K display by typing 

K,NVE. 

Presently, the deadstart command deck is displayed 
and the user is prompted for input. The deadstart 
command deck used in this example looks like this: 

USEep 
USEI? 
SETDCT 
SETDD 

S2CFIG 
EMPTY 
$7155_1 
$885_12 32 

The user types 

K.INITDD VSN001. 
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K.GD. 

The system accepts the commands and installs and 
deadstarts NOS/VE. 

After the system comes down, via either controlled 
termination or a crash, the system can be recovered (If 
necessary) and redeadstarted by typing 

NVERSD. 

When the deadstart command deck is displayed, the 
user types 

GO. 

This will cause NOS/VE to be deadstarted without 
Initializing the system device. 

II. A typical "closed shop" 

Two command files, NVEClSH and NVEINST, are created 
by typing 

X.SETVE(CLSH,UN=ClSH,B=DEV1,C=40,CH=1) 
X.SETVE(INST,UN=CLSH,B=DEVl,C=lO,CH=l,O=T) 

One notes that 

1} Closed shop is deadstarted from a TPXXXK file in 
the ClSH catalog. 

2) Specifying D=T, for NVEINST, causes deadstart to 
pause for operator intervention. 

3) Using DCF deck 40 for continuation suppresses 
redundant (and possibly damaging) reexecution of 
the configuration prolog. 

A normat deadstart is used when bringing up NOS/VE at 
the beginning of closed shop or followjng a system 
failure. The operator, in this example, types 

NVECLSH. 

NOS/VE wil I recover (if necessary) and deadstart. 
When recovery runs, the operator must respond to a 
request for input from the MAHLe utility, See note 4 at 
the end of this section for more information. 
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If it Is necessary to reinitialize the system device. 
or if the installation is upgrading to a new version of 
NOS/VE, the operator keys 

NVEINST. 

This causes deadstart to pause and wait for operator 
input when deadstart commands are being processed. 
There are two cases requtr.ng discussion here. The 
first is the case of upgrading to a new and compatible 
version of NOS/VE. The second case is used only when it 
Is necessary to reinltiaJize the system device. 

The first case Involves the install~tion of a new 
version of NOS/VE. In order to install a new version of 
the system, the old system must have been idled in an 
orderly way. A new system cannot be installed if. 
following a crash, the system being superceded was not 
recovered. Assuming everything in the old system Is 
tidy, and the file systems are compatible, the operator 
keys 

K.USECP EMPTY. 
K.SETSA INSTALL_JOB_TEMPLATES 1. 
K.GO. 
when the system displays the deadstart 
prompts for input. The new system is 
fite system Is preserved, and deadstart 

command deck and 
instat led, the 

proceeds. 

The second case amounts to an installation 
deadstart. This should be used only with full knowledge 
that any files which may have existed on mass storage 
prjor to this deadstart, ~11!_b._hl~~t~d __ 1Qt~ __ ~~li~i~o 
!lx_Ii. 

An installation deadstart wi I t be required if 

1) This is the initial installation of a recoverable 
version of NOS/VE. 

2} If the file systems of the system being 
and the system being superceded 
compatible. 

installed 
are not 

3) If the file system has been damaged beyond the 
possibility of recovery. 

An installation deadstart is effected b.Y typ log 
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K.INITDO VSNOOI. 
K.GO. 

when the deadstart command deck is displayed and the 
operator is prompted for input. 

NOTES: 

1. The CMOSl fi Je used to deadstart NOS/VE must have 
the DEBUG2 flag set to TRUE. When NOS/VE is 
deadstarted, the catalog specified by the UN 
parameter is first in the search order for CMOS1, 
fol'owed by the catalog specified by the B 
parameter. 

2. See Section 3.3 
Notebook for other 
f i Ie. 

of the Integration Procedures 
information about the CMOSl 

3. If NOS/VE crashes and a dump is desired (in the 
context of our second example) 

i • Type du at the MOO console. The message 
"\.]RITING IMAGE FILE" should appear 
i mm ed i at ely. The message "IMAGE FILE 
COMPLETE" should appear a few moments 
tater. 

ii. Push the deadstart button. 

iii. Take the EOD dump. 

Iv. Do a level 3 NOS deadstart. 

Alternatively the operator can skip step if 
she/he is sure to redeadstart NOS/VE after step 
iv. In this event the system will detect that the 
im3ge file was never created, will create one, and 
wit' recover from it. 

4. A recovery deadstart which Is under the control of 
a SErVE command in which D=T was specified will 
pause in the recovery system with the message 
"OPERATOR INTERVENTION BEFORE RECOVERY BEGINS". 
The system is executing the logicat configuration 
utility at this point. In order to exit this 
utility and allow recovery to proceed the operator 
types K.QUIT (no period). For more details on the 
use of thE LeU see Section 4.9 of this document 
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and the 
ERS. 

NOS/VE InstaJ I atton Command Interface 
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6.0 SYSTEM CORE DEBUGGER 

The System Core debugger provides a set of capabilities 
Intended to assist jn debugging the ~perating system. 
Services provided by the debugger are task oriented: selection 
of the tasks to be debugged must be made via debugger 
subcommands. No tasks will be under control of the debugger 
unless they are selected. The selection capability allows any 
number of tasks to be debugged simultaneously; from one task 
to all tasks in the system. Obviously a capability this 
powerfu' must be used with some care. The System Core 
debugger uses the debug hardware to provide these 
cap ao iIi tie s • 

The purpose of this command is to initiate execution of the 
system core debugger. This command can be issued from the 
deadstart command fi Ie or as a command in 8f'.Y job. 

sysdebug 

This command has no parameters; at. information the 
debugger requires is provided via subcommands. 

The system core debugger can also be invoked from the MOO 
console. The format of the command ist 

on n.sysdebug 

where n is the job ordinal of the desired job. The debugger 
is brought up in the job monitor task of the Job. AI' system 
core debugger subcommands are available, but must be prefixed 
by the MDO command DO. 

The system core debugger can also be brought up (from the 
MOD console) by specifying a global task ide The format of 
the command is: 

DO n.tdebug gggggg 

The value of n is ignored, and the value gggggg specifies the 
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NOS/VE global task id (3 hex bytes) of the task to bring the 
debugger UP in. If the task id is invalid, then the command 
will be ignored. 

<name> ::= 1-8 character breakpoint name 
<condition) ::= REAO:WRITE:RNI:SRANCH:CALl:OIVFLT:ARLOS: 

AROVFl~EXOVFL:EXUNFL:fPlOS:fPINDEF:INVBDP 
<base> ::= process virtuaJ address 
(offset) ::= integer 
(length) ::= integer 
<frame> ::= 1 •• 100 
<count> ::= 1 •• 10000 
<regid) ::= X:A:P 
<regno> ::= O •• 15:0 •• 0F(16) 
<value) ::= integer 
<time> ::= 1 •• (2**31)-1 
<vstring) ::= fcharstring' 
<datatype) ::= HEX:ASCII:ASC:OEC 
(change_count> ::= 1 •• 8 
<selector> ::= FUlLtAUTO:SAVE 

Within the descriptions which follow, optional parameters 
are enclosed in brackets. Default values for optiona1 
parameters are also defined. 

6.3.1 SELECT 

The purpose of this subcommand is to select the tasks In 
which the system core debugger is to be active. When the 
debugger is first cal led, it is not active in any task. To 
use the debugger therefore, it is necessary to select the 
tasks in which it is to beactive. 

se4ect <setection option) [(ring number) 
ordinal)] 

<active Job list 

selection_option: This parameter sbeclfies one of e 
series of selection options used to contro. the 
tasks in which the debugger wi'l be active and some 
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other debug options. The selections are remain in 
effect until they are explicitly changed with 
subsequent SELECT subcommands. Valid select'on 
options are: 

(right:Jeft) - This selects the screen for the debug 
disP'ay. The display stays active when the screen 
Is switched. 

<Jobmonitor:noJohmonitor> - This selects whether or 
not to debug job monitor tasks. 

<user:nouser> - This selects whether or not to debug 
user tasks (i.e. those that are not job 
monitors). 

(highring) - This specifies the highest ring in 
which debug traps will be recognized. Traps 
occurring in rings above this selection will be 
ignored. 

<Job:noJob> - This enables or disables debugging for 
the job at the specified active Job list 
ordinal. The system job has an active job list 
ordinal of zero. 

(aIIJobs:nojobs) - This activates or deactivates 
debugging in all Jobs. 

The initial selections are: RIGHT, NOSTEP, 
NOJOBMONITOR, MOUSER, HIGHRING=3, NOJOBS. 

6.3.2 BREAKPOINT B 

The purpose of this subcommand is to select a program 
Interrupt which is to take place upon occurrence of a 
specified condition within a specified virtual address range. 

breakpoint <name> <condition> [(base)] [(offset>] [(length)] 

The <name> is any user supplied name for identifying the 
breakpoint. A maximum of thirty two breakpoints can be 
selected. When a trap occurs, the <name> of the breakpoint 
which caused the trap is dispJayed. 

The base parameter is required when specifying a ne" 
breakpoint name; offset and length specifications are optional 
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in this case. When adding a new condition selection to an 
existing breakpoint, base, offset, and length parameters may 
not be specified. 

Base, offset, and length parameters define the desired 
virtual address range: (base> + <offset> yields a 
first-byte-address; first-byte-address + <length> -1 ,ields a 
fast byte address. 

Default parameter values: 

(offset>: 0 
<length>: 1 

The purpose of this subcommand is to deselect a previously 
selected program Inte 

remove_breakpoint <name> (condition)] 

If only the name parameter Is specified, al' conditions 
associated with the breakpoint are deselected and all evidence 
of the breakpoint is removed. If the condition parameter is 
specified, only that condition is deselected; however, if the 
specified condition is the only condition selected, all 
evidence of the named breakpoint Is removed. 

6.3.4 LIST_BREAKPOINT LB 

The purpose of this subcommand Is to provide a list of 
currently selected breakp and associated conditions. 

list_breakpoint [(name)] 

If the name parameter is specified, information is 
displayed for the named breakpoint only. If the name 
parameter is not sDecifJed, information is displayed for all 
currently defined breakpoints. 
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6.3.5 CHANGE_BREAKPOINT : CB 

The purpose of this subcommand is to change the virtual 
address range of a previ specified breakpoint. 

change_breakpoint <name> <base> [<offset)] [(length)] 

Base, offset, and length parameters define the desired 
virtual address range: <base> + <offset> yields a 
first-byte-address; first-byte-address + <length) -1 yields 9 

last byte address. 

Oefault parameter values: 

(offset>: 0 
<length): 1 

The purpose of this subcommand is to 
re.evant to stack frame associated 
procedure and Its predecessor procedures. 
is now performed. 

provide Information 
with an interrupted 

Validation of PYA's 

Information 
consists of: 

,j i s p la y ed for each selected stack frame 

Stack frame number; 
Current P-address of the associated procedure; 
Virtual address of the start of the steck frame; 
Virtual address of the stack frame save area. 

trace_back [(frame)] [(count)] [FUlL:SHORTJ 

The frame parameter specifies the number of the first stack 
frame for which information is to be displayed. Stack frame 
number one is associated with the Interrupted procedure, stack 
frame two is associated with the interrupted procedure's 
predecessor, etc. 

The module name provided on the traceback is usually 
correct but not guaranteed. 

The count parameter specifies the total number of stack 
frames for which information is to be displayed. 
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Default parameter values: 

<frame): 1 
<count>: 1 

The purpose of this subcommand is to display selected 
information from a spec)fi stack frame. 

display_stack_frame [<frame)] [<selector)] 

The frame parameter spec.fies the number of the stack frame 
for which information is to be displayed. (Stack frame number 
one is associated with the interrupted procedure, stack frame 
two is associated with the interrupted procedure's 
predecessor, etc.) 

The selector parameter identifies a region of the specified 
stack frame: 

AUTO: Causes the automatic region of the stack frame to be 
disp'ayed. 

SAVE: Causes the save area of the stack frame to be 
displayed. 

FUll: Causes both the automatic and save areas of the stack 
frame to be displayed. 

Default parameter values: 

<frame>: 1 
<selector>: FULL 

6.3.8 DISPLAY_REGISTER DR 

The purpose of this subcommand is to display the contents 
of a specified registe interrupted procedure. 

display_register (regid> (regno)] {(datatype)] 

Default parameter values: 

(regno): 0 
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<datatype): HEX 

The purpose of this subcomm~nd is to display the contents 
of a specified area of virtual memory. Validation of PVA's is 
now performed. 

display_memory <base> [(length)] 

Default parameter values: 

<length): 8 

The purpose of this subcommand is to set a specified value 
Into a specified loca of virtual memory for a specified number 
of bytes. Validation of PYA's is naw performed. 

change_memory <base> (value) <change_count> 

Default parameter values: 

6.3.11 RUN 

The purpose of this subcommand is to invoke program 
execution after a selected p interrupt has occurred. 

run 

The purpose of this subcommand is the same as the change 
memory subcommand, that is, to change the contents of virtual 
memory. It differs from change memory, however, in that it 
wit I change the attributes of the segment to al low memory to 
be written, and then change the attributes back to their 
original values. 
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The command format is the same as the change memory 
subcommand. 

6.3.13 FORMAT FMT 

The purpose of this subcommand is to set the system core 
debugger into a mode where all subcommand output is sent to a 
permanent file. This is done by having the task funning the 
debugger communicate with another task running in the system 
Job. It is this other task that actually creates and writes 
the permanent file. The entry point of this task is 
OSPSBROKEN_JOB_DUMP_TASK. It will normally be initiated by 
the OS procedure. If it is not funning, a diagnostic wi It be 
issued. This task will create successivecyc.les of the 
permanent file 'DUMP' in the SSYSTEM catalog. These files 
contain ASCII text data written in BAM variable records. The 
parameter to this command is a string which will be output as 
the first line of the file. 

format string 

6.3.14 UNFORMAT UNFMT 

The purpose of this subcommand is to leave the output mode 
establlshed by the FORMAT command. Output wi II again be sent 
to the operator console. At this point the permanent fife 
will be flushed to mass storage. 

unformat 

OISMF 

The purpose of this subcommand is to display any monitor 
faults present in this task. See the section titled 'NOS/VE 
Processing of Job Mode Software Errors' for more information. 

AI. monitor fault buffers are displayed in the hope they 
wi II show some task history. If a given fault buffer is 
Invalid the message "fotloNing fault is not present" is 
dis pi ayed. 
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The purpose of this subcommand is to display all of the 
fields of the current task's (i.e., the task running the 
debugger) execution control block. 

DISTE 

The purpose of this subcommand is to display the xes of all 
tasks running within the current Job (i.e., the job with the 
task running the debugger). If the command is entered while 
the debugger is in format mode, then a fulf xes is displayed, 
otherwise just the task name, xes address and global task id 
are displayed. 
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7.0 NOS/VE PROCESSING OF JOB MODE SOFTWARE ERRORS 

7. 1 Ifjl&uiHlC.IIDtl 

Tasks running in Job mode wilt occasionally cause an error 
whjch is detected either by the hardware or NOS/VE monitor. 
The action taken when an error like this occurs is controlled 
by various system attributes. The purpose of this section is 
to dlscuss the types of errors and the effect a given system 
attribute wi •• have upon the handling of the error. 

1) BROKEN TASK: A broken task is a task 
mechanism is not able to function 
monitor wil' attempt to repair the trap 
a broken task fault to the task. The 
broken task are: 

In which the trap 
correctly. NOS/VE 
mechanism and send 
specific cases of a 

system error 

monItor fault buffer full 

traps dls~b'ed 

Invalid AO 

UCR/MCR traps disabled 

job mode software has 
declared the task to be 
broken. (This is a speciat 
case of broken task.) 

job mode errors are 
occuring but are not being 
processed by Job mode. 

a job mode 
occurred while 
disabled. 

error has 
traps were 

the task's AO register was 
invalid. 

UCR/MCR error occurred with 
traps disabled. 

2) MeR FAULT: 
hardware 

This error 
detected MeR 

signifies that Job mode caused a 
fsuit. This may be caused by 
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software or hardware detected uncorrectabte error. 

3) UNKNOWN SYSTEM REQUEST: This error signifies that job mode 
issued a monitor request that is either invalid or cannot 
be issued from the ring Jt was issued from. 

4) SEGMENT ACCESS FAULTS: These errors signify that job mode 
encountered or caused one of the following errors: 

page fault for an address greater than eOl on a 
read-only fite (segment) 

disk read error 

These errors either originate in NOS/VE monitor or cause 
the hardware to exchange to monitor. Depending on the values 
of certain system attributes, monitor wit. halt or reflect the 
error back to Job mode as a monitor default. 

It is at this point that the system core debugger can be 
activated. (See the deflnition of SYSTEM_DEBUG_RING in the 
next section.) 

The normal Job mode as actions for these fautts are: 

broken task 
MeR fault 
Invalid syste~ request 
segment access 

exit 
cause condition 
exit 
cause condition 

The following system attributes can be set or displayed by 
the SETSA and DISSA commands. 

7.3.1 HALTRING 

If a broken task or MeR fault occurs at or below the value 
of HALTRING (P register ring number), NOS/VE monitor wi't halt 
the system. Broken tasks occurring above HALTRING wll' cause 
a monitor fault to be sent back to Job mode. 
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This is the number of broken task errors allowed to occur 
In any given task before that task is considered a hung task. 

If this attribute is true, then an occurence of a hung task 
will cause NOS/VE monitor to halt t~e system. If the 
attribute Is false, the task will be sent a signal to 'hang' 
itself, i.e. to go into an infinite wait doing nothing. Jobs 
with hung tasks will have a *H in the status field on the 
operator CP display. 

A hung task wit' also occur if any error happens in Job 
mode ring 1. 

If an error (broken task, MeR fault, unknown system 
request, or segment access fault) occurs at or below the va'ue 
of this attribute (P register ring number), the system core 
debugger wIll be invoked within the task. At that point In 
time the task environment can be examined by using system core 
debugger cowmands. 

If the RUN command Is issued to the debugger. the system 
wil. take its normal action for the specific fault. 

When the system core debugger is invoked by a fault at or 
below SYSTEM_DEBUG_RING and the DUMP_WHEN_DEBUG attribute is 
true, the debugger wi 11 8utomaticatly create a dump of the 
task (see system core debugger command fORMAT). When the dump 
is complete, normal fault action will take place. The 
fol lowing system core debugger commands are executed during an 
automatic dump: 

FORMAT automatic dump data 
T8 1 1000 
DISMf 
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DISXCB 
OM. 00300000000 10000(16) 
OM 00400000000 10000(16) 
OM 00500000000 10000(161 
OM 00600000000 10000(16) 
OM OOFOOOOOOOO 10000(16) 
DM 01000000000 10000(16) 
OM 01100000000 10000(16) 
DISTE 
UNFORMAT 
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8.0 STAND ALONE DEADSTART 

A standalone deadstart 
format, 1600 BPI density 
procedure). To deadstart 
following steps: 

tape is a 9-track, unlabeled, ! 
tape (produced by the NVESYS 
in standalone mode, perform the 

1) Set the deadstart panel for standard disk deadstart. 

2) Perform an alternate deadstart to the NVE deadstart tape 
using eTI. The ell parameters on the tpt display should 
be set as folfows 

l = 0 
C - ('e' parameter of the SErVE procedure) 
o = <'0 1 parameter of the SETVE procedure 

o = Y when display is true 
o = N when no display) 

W14 = <'CH' parameter of the SErVE procedure> 

31 The tape should move and eventually the message 
"PROCEED" will appear on the 'ower left on the console. 

4) Enter CP,Mx,SR=OOOOOOOOOOOCOOOO 
zeros!) 

where M)( i S Ml for 51 
M2 for 52 
M3 for S3 

(Editor's note: 16 

• • 

• • 
'. 1 

• • 

• t 

• • 

• I 

• • 
This clears the memory bounds register which is set by th : 
deadstart. : 

5) Enter DR,P2 This displays the CPU registers. The SIT 
shouJd be changing; If not, give up. 

6) At this point the system core Is loaded and can be 
patched. The commands to display and change memory are 
documented In IPHDOe. 

7) To start the system enter 55 The CPU registers 
spin; if they ever stop the CPU has hatted. 

should 

8} Enter DO to display the systgm dayfile on the right 
screen. 
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8.0 STAND ALONE DEADSTART 

9) Enter NVE deadstart commands when the system requests 
them. ('0 = Y' must be specified on the 'PI display for 
this to happen.) 

Note: Standalone deadstart is always a 'Quick t 

deadstartl so no recovery of oermanent files is 
possible. 'QUICKDS' mode is set internally and need not 
be spec~fied. 

10) Enter DJ to display the system job dayfile when the 
system requests it. The 'OJ' display is on the left 
screen. 

11) Now the system is operational 
entered. 

and commands can be 
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9.0 INTERACTIVE PROJECT DUMP ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

The fo.lowing procedures were developed by the interactive 
project to assist them in interpreting dumps. They guarantee 
the procedures work if your user name is IFP; otherwise caveat 
emptor. For more information about these procedures, contact 
Fred Bischke. 

The following dump analysis procedures are available in the 
IF? catalog: 

EODSIM 

This is a eeL procedure which brings an EDD dump tape on a 
specified 

VSN into the simulator. The procedure can be accessed from 
the IFP 

catalog 9S foltows: 

get,eddsim/un=ifp 

begin"eddsim,vsn ( vsn is the vsn of the EDD dump tape) 

ANAlEXC 

This is a Simulator INCLUDE file which does a prel Imtnary 
analysis of 

the current simulator exchange package ( when the system 
crashes In task 
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9.0 INTERACTIVE PROJECT DUMP ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

servi ces, thi slAti II normally be JPS ).A qr exc=mon or qr 
exc=rma can be 

used to get into another exchange package before doing the 
include. 

The include fj Ie is ANAlEXC/UN=IFP. It can be catted from 
the simulator 

as f 0.' ows : 

'get,anatexc/un=ifp' ; include analexc 

(carriage return) a lone carriage return must be entered 
after an INCLUDE 

in order to start it up 

9.3 

SeGOUMP 

This is a eel procedure which calls DSDIV to dump a 
specified segment to 

a list fi Ie which can then be examined with an editor or 
printed. 

The procedure can be accessed from within the Simulator as 
follows: 

The segdump parameters are: 

seg - segment number in hex ( default Is 1 ) 

length - number of bytes to dump in hex ( default is 10000 ) 

list - name of the list file ( default is LIST) 

exc - reference exchange package ( default is JPS ) 

cpf - name of checkpoint file ( default Is CPF ) 
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In most cases of task services debugging, only the seg 
par 811 e t er i s 

needed. 

ANAlJOB 

This is a eel procedure which uses DSDIV, XEDIT and the 
Simulator to 

perform an. analvsis of all tasks in a speci-fied Job. The 
procedure can 

be accessed from within the simulator as follows: 

'get,anaIJob/un=lfp' ; 'begln"anaIJob,seg,cpf' 

The anaiJob parameters are: 

seg the 
pacKages of 
) ( default 

monitor segment which contains the exchange 
the job ( 14 is the system Job, 15 is job 1 etc. 

is 14 ) 

cpr - the name of the simulator file ( default is CPF ) 

After the procedure has completed, a list of the RMAts of 
the 

Job's exchange packages can be obtained by doing the 
following: 

include tpiist 

(carriage return) 

A traceback of att tasks in the job can be obtained by 
doing the 
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following: 

include tbl ist 

(carriage return) 

include tbrun 

(carriage return) 
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1.1 An introduction to CYBER 180 

1.2 C180 Instant 
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ARH1700 
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2.1 XeDIr V3.0 - 60455730 

2.2 IAF Vl.O User's Guide - 60455260 

2.3 NOS Version 2 Reference Set - Vot 3, 60459680 - Vol 
4, 60459690 
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2.6 NOS Version 2 Diagnostic Index - 60459390 
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3.2 Command Interface ERS ARH3609 obtained from 
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SESDOIO 

3.4 listing of a" NOS/VE Modules obtained by 
SES,OEVl.lISTNVE. See Integration Procedures 
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Acquire,IPNOOC/UN=OEV1. SES.PRINT,IPNDOC. 
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